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Alexander enters innocent plea
Attorney Mike Ward calls his
client 'scapegoat' of process
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
counselor
Professional
Steven Alexander is the "scapegoat" in a judicial process that
may not have been executed as it
should have been, Alexander's
attorney said Monday.
Facing nine counts of practicing psychology without a
license, Alexander appeared
Monday morning with his attorney, Mike Ward of Benton,
before Special Judge Charles
Ehlschide in Calloway District
Court. Ward waived the formal
arraignment and entered an
innocent plea on behalf of his
client, who is scheduled to

appear in court again for a pretrial conference at 10:30 a.m.
Jan. 9.
Bond reduction was the
other matter discussed before
Ehlschide, a retired judge who
was appointed to handle the case
after Calloway District Judge
Jeanne Carroll recused herself.
Alexander is out of jail on a
$6,000 cash bond, but Ehlschide
agreed to Ward's request to
return $5,000 of that, leaving his
bond at $1,000.
Alexander was arrested Nov.
27 and charged with practicing
psychology without a license,
stemming from his work on a
three-person team that provides

Hazel to base
clerk's pay
on experience
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8. Times Photos
Winners of the Main Street Merriment Window
Decorations Contest were announced during the
downtown holiday festivities this past weekend.
Those winners were: First Place: Jane's Attic; $250
(descending from top photo); Second Place (Tie):
The Bookmark and Head 2 Toe; $125; and Honorable
Mention: Yours, Mine and Ours; $100. This year's
event, sponsored by Murray Main Street, was judged
by a group of individuals from Paris, Tenn.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL. Ky. — Instead of a
flat salary paid to employees
holding the office of Hazel city
clerk, those hired for the parttime position in the future will
be paid based on experience.
During a meeting of the commission Monday night, Hazel
City Commission members Pat
Latimer, Nancy Mieure, Lori
Charlton and Linda Harding
unanimously voted to increase
the $450 per month now paid to
City Clerk Janice Wilkinson to
$600 under a new policy
approved by commissioners.
The new pay rate will begin
Jan. 1, 2006.
Wilkinson, a Hazel resident
and retired legal secretary who
worked for Calloway County
District Court for nearly two
decades, served as the southern
Calloway County city's clerk for
five years during the mid-1990s.
She was hired to replace former
City Clerk Mike Greene who
resigned the job in August following a salary disagreement.
The commission also voted
to pay a stipend to clerks who
choose to take care of janitorial
work Inside Hazel City Hall
instead of paying for separate
services. Wilkinson refused any
additional payment however
the stipend will be offered to any
future clerk in addition to a
salary approved by the commission.
"I will keep city hall clean,"
she said. "You don't have to pay
me for that."
In other business, commissioners approved a proposal to
disconnect some of the city's
Christmas decorations located
atop historic light poles along
Main Street.
Hazel Lion's Club member
Hillis Farris, who swifts with
other club members and members of the Hazel Volunteer Fire
Department in installing the fixtures, told the commission that
lighted ornaments topping the
poles for the past four years
needed repair or replacement.
"We don't have enough time
to take them down, get them
fixed, and put back tip by

Christmas,"
Farris
said.
However lighted garlands that
are wrapped around the base of
the poles will remain and commission members voted to allow
Farris to purchase new bulbs to
he placed in the garlands where
needed.
The commission plans to
either have the lighted ornament
fixtures sent back to manufacturer for replacement or purchase new ones that are not as
sensitive to handling, the reason
cited by Farris for why many of
them no longer operate.
Also,
the
commission
approved Hazel Mayor Harold
Pittman's request for funds to
purchase Christmas gifts for the
city's 15-member fire department. The commission allocated
$350 for the request.
"In the past I have usually
given them something just to
show our appreciation for what
they do," Pittman said.
other
business,
In
Commissioner Nancy Mieure
said letters arid surveys to be
distributed to booth renters
inside the city's four antique
malls are being readied.
The survey questions booth
vendors on how they would feel
about paying a $10 business
licensing fee, whether they think
the amount is appropriate, and
whether they would prefer giving the money to the city clerk
or the mall owner for collection.
It also allows for vendor input
into how the money should be
spent on advertising.
The questionnaire will be distributed by January 1 along with
a request for completion by
January 16. Mieure said previously that the city's Ad Hoc
Business Ordinance Committee
must obtain the information
before moving forward.
Committee member and coowner of Heart of Hazel
Antiques and Collectibles,
Russell Essary, has been asked
to distribute the surveys to his
own booth renters as well as the
owners of Tooter's Antique
Mall, Charlie's Antique Mall
and Soda Fountain, and Memory
Lane Antiques.

reports
in
disability
hearings to
determine
whether
someone
needs
a
guardian.
Ward said
his client has
Alexander
too much at
stake to be a
flight risk. The attorney also
said the matter is headed for a
bench trial — something he
hopes is a quick process.
"He's not willing to plea to
anything," Ward said. "He'd be
crazy to run off."
In an interview after the brief
court appearance. Ward and
Alexander were adamant that
they'll fight the nine misdemeanor counts with documenta-

non they have to prose the counselor wasn't portraying himself
as a psychologist.
-The damage has been done
to his reputation. The cat is out
of the bag that he's been accused
of these things," Ward said. "
Tings have been done incov
reedy in the system that have
fallen in his lap that he's not
responsible for."
Alexander is a licensed professional clinical counselor
LPCC), which according to
KRS 335.500 means his counseling services can include
assessment, evaluation aiisl
treatment planning Ward said
none of the cases from which
Alexander's
charges stern
included his signature on the
line labeled psychology rather

II See Page 2A

Serene Scene

TOM BERRYtedger & Times %Me
Joseph, Mary, a baby Jesus, a donkey, and a WO"shipping shepherd (not pictured) appear in a
Christmas Nativity display at the home of Elwood
Treon on King Drive. The figures are housed in a
wooden stable scene topped by a bright, shining star
In observance of the holiday season.

PD warning of 411
possible scam here
Man Report
urray Ledger & Times
In light of several scam complaints. the Murray Police
Department warns to remind people to not give out personal
tanking information over the telephone.
tv1PD spokesman Sgt. Jim Osborne said the deportment has
keceived during.thwpast few days several complaints from elki.
ly residents who said someone has contacted them by phone
Xi asked for hank account numbers And routing numbers on the
}nom of then- checks.
Osborne cautioned people not to give out such information
Any reputable banking institution will not ask for this intnrina
Lion over the telephone.'he said.
People can do a couple things it they are unsure whether the
formation request ts legiumate:
•Ask the caller for a phone number where he or she can he
ached. Hang up and contact the nonce department and ask it
31 number belongs to 3 reputably. hum:peas.
▪ Ask the caller to mail documentation no that the transaction
can be done by mail rather th3n ph.rrie ()%tywne said iposi skarn
1%L.N will not go to this rnuthie thy documentation can he
checked into at MPD
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Former Fletcher aide was warned of problems sherllmrepoliceLogs
"corrupt political machine"
designed to avoid the state's personnel law — in January. Ritter
said.
Ritter told prosecutors she
eventually voiced her concerns
with the program at an executive
staff meeting that included
Darrell Brock. Brock, now the
state GOP chairman, was at the
time the,commissioner of the
Governor's Office for Local
Development.
"I don't think we should be
operating in this arena," Ritter
said she warned. "This is against
ethics."
• A transcript of Ritter's June
22 interview with prosecutors
was included in documents submitted as probable cause for a
search warmnt of GOLD official
Eddie Spraggs. Spraggs was
also a regional LINK representative in western Kentucky,
according to the attorney general's office. The search warrant
was carried out last week.
A Franklin County special
grand jury has been investigatFletcher administration
Owens Chapel Baptist ing the
So far, it has netted
May.
since
Church was incorrectly identiagainst current
as Owens Chapel 13 indictments
: fled
or former administration offiMethodist on the front page of
Monday's Ledger & Times in cials.
Fletcher has pardoned nine
the listing of parade winners.
people who were charged with
The Ledger apologizes for
various misdemeanors stemany confusion.
ming from the probe. He subsefired nine people, some
quently
The Murray Ledger & Times
of whom he previously parstrives to ensure accarate and
doned.
fair reporting; however mis-r
occiat
• takes occasionally
:the Ledger's policy to correct
: errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - A
former top aide in Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's administration told
prosecutors she warned of
potential legal hang-ups with the
governor's "personnel initiative." according to court records
released Monday.
Pam Ritter, a former deputy
director in the Local Initiatives
for a New Kentucky office, also
.said she later told Fletcher, first
lady Glenna Fletcher and chief
of staff Stan Cave that the LINK
agency was no longer "in the
personnel business."
Fletcher's personnel initiative
has been at the center of
Greg
General
Attorney
Stumbo's investigation into allegations that the Fletcher administration violated state personnel
laws. Administration officials
began meeting on the program _
which prosecutors have called a

Correction

reported her ex-boyfriend threatened her and vanCalloway Qounty Shertft's Department
her vehicle at 717 a.m. Monday.
• in November, deputies served 158 papers, dalized
harassment incident was reported at 1O:58 5.m
opened 59 cases, including 11 drug-related mat- •A
at 608 Ellis St.
ters; investigated 34 collisions, including four with Monday
ss reported at 4:42 p.m. Monday at
16thwat
15iDo N lary
ireunes. made 58 arrests, and received 486 calls "A burglary
for service and 96 animal control calls.
1r2t was reported at 10:18 p.m. Monday at
29figh
•An attempted break-in was reported at 4:10 p.m.
Farmer St.
.16A
Friday on Ky. 94 East. A case was opened.
Kaster, 21, of Murray, was arrested
• Windows were reported broken with a bnck at • Edmon

Amos the topics Ritter said
Fletcher administration officials
discussed was the Wei that
"good Republicans" should be
given "a head start" on state jobs
before they opened up. That
included giving preferred candidates advance notice of job
openings before they were posted for the general public. Ritter
said.
Fletcher spokesman Brett
Hall denied Ritter'S' claims. Hall
claimed Ritter was trying "to
enhance her stature" for prosecutors.
"A lot of people say things in
order to make it look like they
were at the center of things,"
Hall said. "Her recollection and
what actually happened are two
different things."
Still, Ritter told prosecutors
that she eventually advised
employees in her office against
the plan.
"I was concerned about what
they were asking the LINK people to do," Ritter said in the
interview.
Ritter said she had been
receiving by e-mail daily
updates from state government
agencies of various job openings. However, she eventually
got them to stop and she began
spreading the message that her
office was "no longer in the personnel business."
The program, Ritter said, was
a "liability to the governor."

9:40 a.m. Saturday on Ky. 94 East.
• A caller from Radio Road reported his throat cut
with a pocket knife at 11:59 a.m. Saturday. The
other involved subject was arrested for first-degree
assault and an emergency protective order was
later issued.
• Windows were reported broken at a church and
construction site on Ky. 94 East at 5:02 p m.
Saturday.
• A single-vehicle injury accident was reported at
7:20 a.m. Monday on U.S. 641 South north of
Hazel. The car was upside down in the road.
Jennifer Boggess, 23, of Highland Road in Murray,
was traveling south on U.S. 641 when she lost
control of the vehicle, which crossed the north lane
of traffic and struck an embankment. The car then
flipped over before coming to a rest on its top. The
driver said she was unsure what caused her to
lose control. A pnvate vehicle took Boggess to the
emergency room for a possible knee injury.
• Vandalism was repqrted at McKee! Equipment on
Ky. 94 East at 10:28 1.m. Monday.
• Someone came into the department to report a
theft at 11:28 a.m. Monday.
• An injury accident was reported on State Line
Road East at 12:46 p.m. Monday. The vehicle was
upside down in the road about one-fourth a mile
west of Murray Pans Road.
• A burglary was reported at 2110 Carol Drive at
11:58 p.m. Monday. The garage was broken into
and the person was possibly still in there.

NOTICE
•• The Calloway County
:Board of Education will meet
:Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
:Calloway County Preschool.
'Agenda items include a public
forum to present and discuss
the health and wellness policy,
the 2004-05 district report
card, and a request concerning the Crossfield subdivision
petition.
•The Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. on
Thursday in the central office
boardroom at the Carter
Administration Building. On
the agenda for the meeting will
be the consideration and
approval of a procedure dealing with delinquent tuition payments.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Tonight at 6:30, Murray-Calloway County Hospital will hold
the 22nd Annual Service of Remembrance at First Christian

•Alexander

Church.
The Service of Remembrance is held every year as a way to
remember loved ones who have passed away during the year
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Long Term Care, West Vie
Nursing Home, or in HomeCare or Hospice programs. Ev
year the service is held at a different location in the Murray coin
munity.
There will be special music, a responsive reading, a devotion-5
al, and a time of remembering with a special PowerPoint presen'
tation. New this year is a tree of remembrance that will have
ornaments representing each loved one that family members will
be able to take home after the service. An additional tree of
remembrance will also be located in the chapel at the hospital.,
.kdditionally, there will be a photo reflection video. Dr. Rev..
Chuck Rolen from First Christian Church Disciples of Christ and
Father Michael Williams from St. Leo's Catholic Church will be
participating in the service along with Rev. Kerry Lambert providing the devotional for the evening.
First Christian Church is located at 1 l 1 North 5th St., across
from city hall in Murray, A reception and time of fellowship will
follow the service and everyone is encouraged to attend.
For more information on the Service of Remembrance.contact
Kerry: Lambert. Chaplain, Pastoral Care at MCCH,at 762-1274.
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From Front
he signed the mental evaluation
reports as being a LPCC.
"In my opinion, they didn't
read far enough," Ward said of
the state police. "There are other

sign.

Alexander
whether
tioned
should be providing such services. He said he wrote the

Circuit Judge Dennis Foust.

THE FUNNIEST LOOKIN6 ELF
VE EVER SEGNI

Ward said Alexander has
done similar work for disability
hearings in other counties, but
the process by which he was
paid was different. In other
counties, the patient is billed and
if that person has been qualified
as poor through an affidavit
process then the county picks up
the tab. The last two years in
Calloway County, Alexander

Dec. 6
19 shopping
days to Christmas
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Insurance?
Our business has a Jargon all its own
Deductibles Replacement cost.
Additional living expense Let us cut
through the maze and explain your
insurance qunderstandable terms
that make sver..e to you.
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has submitted his bill ($250 per
evaluation) to the court, which
turned it over to the county gosernment.
Ward said, Alexander, who
used to work for Four Rivers
Behavioral Health, was providing a service he was qualified to
provide, should be paid for such
services and was only submitting the bills like he was told.
Ward wouldn't specify who
instructed

Alexander

on

Calloway's billing procedure.
"Somewhere out there, there
is a reason this hasn't been done
according to Hoyle," Ward said
"He just got caught in the mid-

dle."
Alexander said he has a bachelor's degree in biblical studies
with psychology and education
minors from Mid-Continent
College in Mayfield as well as a
degree beyond a master's degree
in education psychology from
Murray State. He said his degree
from MSU isn't a doctorate
although at other campuses similar programs are at the doctorate level.
He later started working on
his psychology doctorate at
Southern Illinois University, but
after two semesters he had to
stop commuting to Carbondale
because of neck and shoulder
injuries sustained in an automobile crash. Having already started on his dissertation, he wanted
to find a way to earn his doctorate. He did so via distance-learning-based Madison University,
which accepted his hours from
Murray and SIU but is not rec-

ognized as an accredited institution by state officials.
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MHS,CCHS to
compete in Academic
Cup at WKCTC
PADUCAH, Ky. — More than 60 high school students will
match wits during the annual President's Academic Cup
Competition at West Kentucky Community and Technical
College Wednesday.
Students will participate in written assessments in math, science, social studies, language arts, and arts & humanities. Then
each team will play three matches to try to advance to semifinals.
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. The entire competition will be
held in Rosenthal Hall.
Participating high schools including Reidland, Paducah
Tilghman, Graves County. Hickman County, St. Mary, Caldwell
County , Madisonville-North Hopkins, Murray, Lone Oak.
Calloway County, Carlisle County, Marshall County, Hopkins
County Central high schools, and University Heights Academy.
This is the sixth year for the competition sponsored by the
Paducah Junior College Foundation, Inc. and the West Kentucky
Academic Association.

ZYPREXA' ALERT
Scientists report that ZYPREXAR (Olanzapinel has been associated
with developing Diabetes, Diabetic Coma, ILetoecidoeM
Hyperglycemia, Pancreatitis and/or Death. As a result the
manufacturer has announced a proposed settlement Call us today
toll free at 1-877-746-4369 to discuss your potential ZYPREXAI
claim
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Kentucky State Police

Kentucky Board of Licensed
Professional Counselors, which
has authority over his license,
for clarification and has a letter
statutes that make him more from the board that says he can
than qualified to do what he's perform the evaluations that are
used to determine someone's
doing."
In 2002, state law changed to status as a disabled person durinclude licensed professional ing jury trials.
Alexander's arrest followed a
clinical counselors among those
allowed to be a qualified mental two-month Kentucky State
health professionals, according Police investigation that began
to the Kentucky Mental Health after a complaint was made that
Hospitalization Act outlined in Calloway Circuit Clerk Vicki
KRS 202A. Following the Wilson released confidential
change in the law, Alexander records to Calloway County
said he was trained in Louisville Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
to offer services dealing with who is challenging the court on
child custody, mental competen- some fees associated with discy and disability based on men- ability hearings. That investigation did not result in charges.
tal health.
Elkins was concerned that
Soon after. somebody quessince Judge Carroll took the
bench, the number of cases for
which the Calloway County
Tonight will be partly cloudy Fiscal Court is financially
with a low around 19, followed responsible has unnecessarily
by highs in the lower 30s grown. State law requires the
county to pay mental evaluation
Wednesday.
Wednesday night will be and attorney fees if the person
mostly cloudy with lows in the involved in the disability has
lower 20s followed by a 60% been qualified as poor. That
matter is before Calloway
chance of light snow Thursday.
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Murray State University Police Department

• Criminal mischief was reported at 7:38 a.m.
Fnday at Alexander Hall. The incident involved
damage to MSU shrubs.
• Gary Thompson, of Waddy. Ky., was cited for
possession of manjuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia at 304 a m. Saturday at the Student
Recreation and Wellness Center.
• Steven Purcell, of New Johnsonville, Tenn., was
cited for possession of an alcohol by a minor after
a vehicle was stooped at 9:29 p.m. Sunday at the
round about near the stadium for running a stop

• Post One reported the following activity in
November 131 criminal cases opened, 121 cnminal arrests made, 86 collisions investigated, 679
calls for service and 42 driving under the influence
arrests. The collisions included four fatalities. Post
One covers 11 counties, including Calloway. As of
Nov. 30, 53 people have been killed in collisions in
the area. Of those, 24 were not wearing their seat
belts and 12 involved alcohol. During the same
period last year, 51 people died in wrecks
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A brush fire and structure fire were reported on Statewide so far this year, 888 people have been
Tina Drive at 11:24 p.m. Friday. The residence was killed, compared to 892 in 2004. During the
not occupied. The state forestry service and West Thanksgiving period, troopers cited 382 drivers for
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative also were speeding, 49 for not wearing seat belts and seven
for not using child restraints. Troopers also arrestnotified. The fire was extinguished
ed 11 drivers for DUI. The area had no fatal colliMurray Fire Department
• Smoke was reported in Speedway at Five Points sions during the holiday period.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
at 708 a.m. Monday.
and citations from various agencies.
Murray Police Department
•A caller from an apartment at 1417 Hillwood Drive

CCH remembrance service
planned at First Christian tonight

Town Crier

Monday for possession of drug paraphernalia and
trafficking within 1,000 yards of a school.
• Car windows were reported broken out at 403 N.
Sixth St. at 11:20 p.m. Monday.
• Vandalism was reported at 1504A Stadium View
Drive at 3:31 a.m. Tuesday.
• A car window was reported broken out at Murray
State's Winslow Dining Hall at 5:07 a.m. Tuesday.
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Todd outlines plan to make UK top research school
LEXINGTON, Ky. t AP) • - University
of
Kentucky
President Lee Todd shared his
plan Monday to transforrn the
• state's flagship school into a Top
20 public research institution by
• 2020.
The proposal calls for enrollment growth of 7,000 undergraduates, more faculty with
. higher salaries, a near tripling of
research grants and millions of
dollars in construction. In all, it
would double UK's current Si
billion budget.
The school also would ask
for increased state funding of
between $15 million and $23
million a year, totaling $260
million through 2020.

"Lei there be nu doubt: The.,
University of Kentucky intends
to become a Top 20 public
research university by 2020,"
Todd said during a campus
forum. "We will continue to
work toward this goal because
Kentucky's economic success
demands it. and the people of
Kentucky deserve it."
UK officials have been talking about Top 20 status since
1998, after it became a state
mandate as a part of the Higher
Education Reform Act. The
"Top 20" status refers to rankings by U.S. News and World
Report of U.S. colleges and universities. While schools and
their exact positions on the list

may vary how year to year,
some, such as the University of
Michigan and the University of
Maryland, are permanent fixtures on the list.
.Todd plans to pitch his plan
to UK's board of trustees at a
Dec. 13 meeting. If the board
approves it, then the school
would try to cons ince legislators
to approve the first budget
request.
However, the Top 20 plan
won't be stopped by a lack of
state funding, UK officials said.
If the state doesn't increase
funding, tuition could increase
significantly. But the plan notes
that if the state funding is provided, tuition increases can be

held under 10 percent between
now and 2012 and would
decline to less than 5 percent as
2020 approaches.
When the university reaches
its goal, the investment will pay
statewide dividends, lbdtj said.
"We know Top 20 universities go hand in hand with more
educated and healthier populations." he said. "Average household incomes are higher, ...
unemployment rates are lower
and fewer public dollars are
spent on health care."
Under the plan. enrollment
would rise to 34.000 students;
625 new faculty members would
be added, giving the university
more than 2.500; the graduation

raw would increase by 12 percent to 72 perCent; and reward)"
expenditures would increase
from $470 million to $768 nutlion.
William "Brit" Kirwan. chancellor of the University of
Maryland system. says his
state's economy has been propelled by research at the
University of Maryland and
Johns Hopkins University.
"What's required is a university that can attract talent and
can produce highly skilled graduates to drive the economy,"
said Kirwan, a UK alumnus.
"Those areas lot the country )
that are booming MC really those
clustered around major research

41111 V
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Todd estimated that if
Medicaid enrollment shrinks to
the same les el as III states with
Top 20 universities. Kentucky
would sperid 1850 million less a
year
Jeffrey Deinho, the faculty
representative on the l'K board
of trustees, thinks the plan lays
out a clear path for the first tune.
The deeper question . is
whether
the
citizens of
Kentwks
think a better educated populace will lead to less inc:ureration, better health, better economic deselopment
potential ... and. oserall. a higher standard of lising for the citizens."

Fort Campbell soldier dies in Iraq Darnell wins district-WW competition
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP) - A Fort
Campbell soldier died last week from non-combat injuries in Iraq, the Army post said Monday. ,
Sgt. Grzegorz Jakoniuk, 25, of Schiller Park,
died in Taji. Iraq, on Nov. 30, Fort Campbell
said in a statement. It did not disclose the cause
of his death, but said the incident remained
under investigation.
Jakoniuk Was a Blackhawk helicopter crewman with the 10Ist Airborne Division.
He was a specialist at the time of his death
and was posthumously promoted to sergeant, a
Fort Campbell spokeswoman said.

Jakoniuk was assigned to B Company, 4th
Battalion. 3rd Aviation Regiment, 3rd Infantry
Division. lie joined the Army in August 2001
and arrived at Fort Campbell in April 2002,
He is survived by his father, Cezary
Jakoniuk. of Bialystok, Poland.
A memorial service for the soldier will be
held in Iraq, and Fort Campbell has a monthly
remembrance ceremony for fallen soldiers.
More than 90 soldiers based at Fort
Campbell have died in the Iraq war, a spokeswoman said.

Bombers hit police academy,
American reportedly kidnapped
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Two suicide
bombers struck Baghdad's police academy
Tuesday, killing at least 27 people and wounding
50 more, U.S. officials said, while Al-Jazeera
broadcast an insurgent video claiming to have kidnapped a U.S. security consultant.
Iraqi police estimated the death toll could reach
40. with about 70 police officers and students
wounded. Five female police officers were among
" the dead, police Maj. Fatah al-Mohammedavii
said.
The suicide attackers were wearing explosivesladen vests and a U.S. contractor was among those
wounded, a U.S. military statement said. U.S.
forces rushed to the scene to provide assistance,
" the statement said. The military initially said the
`bombers were women but later retracted the statement.
"One of the suicide- bombers detonated near a

group of students outside a classroom," the Task
Force Baghdad said. "Thinking the explosion was
an indirect-fire attack, (Iraqi police) and students
fled to a bunker for shelter where the second
borriber detonated his vest."
Five female police officers were among the
dead. Iraqi police said.
Also Tuesday, the U.S. military said a soldier
assigned to Task Force Baghdad was killed when
a patrol hit a roadside bomb Sunday. At least 2,129
members of the U.S. military have died since the
beginning of the Iraq war, according to an
Associated Press count.
The video broadcast on Al-Jazeera showed a
blond, Western-looking man sitting with his hands
tied behind his back. The video also bore the logo
of the Islamic Army in Iraq and showed a U.S.
passport and an identification card. The authenticity of the video could not be confirmed.

Iranian military plane hits
apartment, 128 killed
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — An
Iranian military transport plane
crashed into a 10-story apartment building as it was trying to
make an emergency landing Losday. ripping Open the top of the
structure and igniting a huge
fire. At least 128 people were
killed.
All 94 people on the plane
were killed, most of them
Iranian journalists heading to
cover military maneuvers in the
south, and 34 residents of the
apartment building also died,
with 90 injured. Tehran state
radio said.
Flames leaped out of windows as panicked residents fled
the Towhid residential complex.
a series of high-rise apartment
buildings for army personnel in
the Azadi suburb of Tehran.
Wreckage rained down, hit-

Iranian C-130
crashed in Tehran
An Iranian military transpon
plane crashed into a 10-story
apartment building and killed
at least 119 people
o
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Tehran
Plane crashed
into apartment
building

AP

ting a nearby gas station, police
said. Cars parked below were
smashed by falling debris. At the
foot of the blackened building. a

pile of wreckage was in flames.
Firefighters managed to put
out the fire in the building.
which was damaged and charred
hut still standing. Police cordoned off the area, preventing
journalists and a crowd of thousands of people from getting
near the site. Many in the crowd
were screaming, afraid their relatives had been killed.
"It was like an earthquake.'"
said Reza Sadeqi. a 25-year-old
merchant, who saw the plane hit
the building and added he was
thrown about 9 feet inside his
shop by the force of the crash.
"I felt the heat of the fire
caused by the crash. It was like
being in hell." he said.
The C-130 aircraft had just
taken off from the nearby
Mehrabad Airport en route to the
southern port of Bandar Abbas.
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Calloway County
High
School senior Chelsea Darnell
has been named the district winner of the "Voice of Democracy"
competition sponsored by the
Veterans of Foreign Wars
(VFW).
Students were encouraged to
enter by writing and recording
an original broadcast script on a
patriotic theme. This year's
theme was "How I demonstrate
my freedom."
Entries were judged according to originality. content, and
delivery. Winners at the district
level move on to higher levels of
competition.
Darnell is an outstanding student at Calloway County High
School. serving as president of
Student Council, president of
the National Science Honors
Society.
captain
of
Speech/Debate team, captain of
the varsity soccer team, and participating in this year'.
Leadership Tomorrow program
as well as several other honors
and activities.

Photo provxlec

Chelsea Darnell, a senior at Calloway County High
School. is shown recording her winning entry in the
"Voice of Democracy" competition.

Meet the newest
BB&T Merchant
Services Expert.

Sharon Wilson
Merchant Representative
500 Main St
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 787-2228
sharon.wilson&bandt.com

BB&T is proud to announce the newest
member to our Merchant Services team.
Sharon Wilson, an experienced BB&T professional. has always
been a part of the local Murray community. Sharon is another
example of the merchant service expertise you'll receive at BB&T
•
She is dedicated to helping you find the merchant account that
best fits your needs, and is prepared to answer any questions you
may have. Please call Sharon Wilson for inore information,or visit
us at www.BBandTcom
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FORUM
Propaganda is
in the eye of
the beholder
General Peter Pace, chairman
The Pentagon is investigatiqg
allegations-that the military paid of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
spoke at the National Defense
to have positive stories about
the war published in Iraqi news- University last week. Using
truthful propaganda, Gen. Pa,c
papers. Lt. Col. Barry Johnson,
our enemies declared war
said
Iraq,
in
spokesman
military
a
on us years before 9/1 1 and
believes the program is ''an
have stated without equivocaimportant part of countering
tion that their goal is to "destro,
- misinformation in the news by
our way of life." He said we
insurgents."
need to understand the nature of
Johnson
our enemy and that the United
said in an eStates and free world don't have
mail, "This
the option of staying home,
is a military
because they would come after
program inius anyway: "They are saying
tiated by the
their goal is to rid the Middle
MultiEast of all foreigners. Then,
National
Force to help overthrow all governments that
are not friendly to them, which
get factual
means every single one of those
information
Cal's
governments. Then,to use that
about ongobase as a way to spread their
Thoughts ing operaterrorism and their oppression
By Cal Thomas tions into
across the globe to include a
Iraqi news. I
Syndicated
map that shows 100 years from
want to
Columnist
now that the entire globe will be
emphasize
that all infor- under their domination."
Gen. Pace added, "Our enemation used for marketing these
mies are ruthless, uncaring.
stories is completely factual."
They murder children with
In this, as in other wars,
bombs. . The more people
, propaganda has been a useful
understand who these terrorists
, tool in winning hearts and
the more they will gather
are,
defined
is
Propaganda
minds.
,
together to defeat them." He
on dictionary.com as "The sysalso mentioned a number of
'tematic propagation of a docpositive signs for the Iraqi econtrine or cause or of information
omy, including more than
reflecting the views and inter30,000 new businesses that have
ests of those advocating such a
come on line in Iraq and the
doctrine or cause."
bravery of individual Iraqis who
The late columnist Walter
vote and apply for jobs in the
Lippmann observed,"We must
new Iraqi army and police force
remember that in time of war,
what is said on the enemy's side in spite of terrorist attacks. That
is something one never reads or
of the front is always propaganin the mainstream media,
sees
side
our
on
da, and what is said
which delivers its own propaof the front is truth and right:eousness, the cause of humanity ganda that says nothing is going
well in Iraq. It sees only dark
and a crusade for peace."
linings in silver clouds.
Lippmann was possibly being
I have no problem with
sarcastic, but propaganda is an
planted stories in the Iraqi press
important weapon in any war.
if they are truthful. How else to
In his speech last week on
counter enemy propaganda,
our "National Strategy for
which includes most Middle
Victory in Iraq" and in the 35East newspapers and al-Jazeera?
page document available at
They regularly publish lies
" whitehouse.gov. President Bush
used propaganda to persuade the about America's intent in Iraq
, public he has a winning strategy and throughout the region.
President Bush and the mili: in Iraq. Democrats, who have
tary leadership have said this
:. engaged in their own propaganwill be a long war without an
da, calling on the president to
obvious conclusion. But the
present a, winning strategy,
conclusion will be obvious if
engaged in propaganda by critithe American left wins its own
cizing his strategy. That their
propaganda war, encouraging
response to the president's
speech was contrary to their ear- our enemies to fight on by causing a precipitous withdrawal
lier propaganda. which made
before the goal of a self-suffipoints,
president's
the
of
many
cient Iraq is achieved.
apparently escaped them.
The choice isn't war or
Propaganda is sometimes
true. It can be used to advance a peace. The choice is victory or
defeat. That is truthful propapolicy that is workable, or not,
ganda.
depending on the intent of the
one engaging in it.
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Hope Yen

Fol

U.S. unprepared for next attack
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The former Sept. 11 commission gave dismal grades
Monday to the federal government's efforts to shore up
national security and prevent
another terror attack on the
United States..
Meeting for the last time
since being appointed by
Congress in 2002, commission
members gave the government
"more F's than A's" among the
41 grades measuring progress
on security recommendations
they issued last year.
"We're frustrated, all of us
— frustrated at the lack of
urgency in addressing these various problems," said former
commission chairman Thomas
Kean, a Republican and former
New Jersey governor.
SpecifiCally, the panel gave
the government an "F' on
homeland security spending for
cities most at risk, on improving
radio communication for emergency agencies and on airline
passenger prescreening.
"We shouldn't need another
wake-up call," Kean said."We
believe that the terrorists will
strike again, so does every
responsible expert that we have
talked to. And if they do, and
these reforms that might have
prevented such an attack have
not been implemented, what
will our excuse be?"
The official commission,
tasked with investigating government missteps that led to the
Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, disband-

Some members of the commission, whose recommendations now are promoted through
a privately funded group known
as the 9/11 Public Discourse
Project, contended the government has been remiss by failing
act more quickly.
to
dollars
that homeland security
ed after issuing its recommenKean and Hamilton urged
are."
threats
the
where
to
go
dations in July 2004. It has
to pass spending bills
Congress
ABC's
on
Monday
said
Bartlett
priwith
operating
been
since
allow police and fire
would
that
"Good Morning America."
vate funds at the 9-11 Public
across radio
communicate
to
administraBush
the
said
He
Discourse Project to monitor
spectrums and to reallocate
tion had acted on some 70 of
government progress.
money so that Washington and
the commission's recommendaSince the commission's final
New York. which have more
were
others
that
and
tions
report in July 2004, the governpeople and symbolic landmarks.
awaiting congressional action.
ment has enacted the centerreceive more for terrorcould
Congress
"It's important that
piece proposal to create a
defense.
ns,"
ism
recommendatio
those
on
act
director.
national intelligence
Both bills have stalled in
But it has stalled on other ideas, he said on CBS' 'The Early
in part over the level
Congress.
Show."
including improving communiand turf fights over
spending
"Today"
of
NBC's
told
Bartlett
cation among emergency
which states should get the
show that while the United
responders and shifting federal
most dollars.
States has not been attacked
terrorism-fighting money so it
restnot
Congress established the
"we're
II.
Sept.
since
risk
on
based
goes to states
commission in 2002 to invest]
ing on our laurels" and will
level.
gate government missteps thai
"continue to press to make the
"There are so many competthe
to
led to the attacks of Sept. 11.
make
changes
of
type
chairyice
said
ing priorities,"
2001. Nearly 3,000 people were
country safer."
man Lee Hamilton. a former
appearjoint
a
killed when 19 Arab hijackers
in
Hamilton,
Democratic congressman from
by al-Qaida flew airon
NBC's
Kean
organized
with
ance
wars
three
got
Indiana. We've
liners into New York City's
"Meet the Press" on Sunday,
going on: one in Afghanistan,
World Trade Center and the
said,"We believe that another
one in Iraq and the war against
a
not
and caused a crash in
It's
will
occur.
Pentagon
attack
to
hard
awfully
it's
terror. And
the Pennsylvania countryside.
question of if. We are not as
keep people focused on someThe panel's 567-page final
well-prepared as we should be."
thing like this."
adviser
security
National
which became a national
report,
Dan
counselor
House
White
Stephen Hadley said President
best seller, did not blame Bush
Bartlett said the Bush adminisor former President Clinton for
tration wants to base funding on Bush is committed to putting in
the
most
of
recommendaplace
the
missteps contributing to the
by
frustrated
is
but
threat
attacks but did say they failed
way Congress spends homeland tions.
"We are safer, but not yet
to make anti-terrorism a higher
security funding.
safe. There is more to do,"
priority.
"They are funding things
Hadley said on "Fox News
based on old models, pre-9/11
Sunday.models. We think it's important

That's judgement of
former Sept. 11
commission members
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Remembering Philip Lanier
The obituary of Philip Lanier
lauded the civic leader for his
support of the Louisville
Orchestra, his involvement with
United Way of Louisville and
Jefferson County, and his active
participation on the Prichard
Committee for Academic
Excellence.
Philip's accomplishments in
business - as executive vice
president of Seaboard System
Railroad and then as a partner
of the law firm Middleton
Retitlinger - were also cited in
his death notice: as was the
major rolehe played in
fundraising for the renovation
of the Episcopal Christ Church
Cathedral, Louisville's oldest
church.
The November 23 article in
the Courier Journal included
many impressive appointments
and achievements, including
Lanier's term on the board of
regents of Murray State
University. One missing detail
in all the complimentary articles
is acknowledgement of Philip
Lanier's special fondness for
Murray:
Please let me explain.
As a devoted and enthusias-

tic MSU
regent,
Philip was
committed
to learning
as much as
he could
about our
community,
both on and
off
Main Street Thatcampus.
is the
By Constance
reason he
Alexander
Ledger & Times subscribed
to The
Columnist
Murray
Ledger &
Times, and
how he found out that a group
of aspiring playwrights met
here once a month to read and
critique each other's works-inprogress.
James I. Schempp. formerly
of MSU's Department of
Theatre. encouraged Philip to
get involved with the West
Kentucky Playwrights' Festival
nearly 10 years ago. Philip
accepted the invitation and
attended meetings until the
group was disbanded last year.
Philip, a patrician presence
with elegant posture and wellmannered restraint, was just

another struggling writer when
he sat at the table in the green
room of Playhouse in the Park.
Writers of all ages and backgrounds were part of the
process. Any status an individual might be able to claim outside the group was t'relevant;
we were merely fellow travelers
on the road to better writing.
Every year. as draft manuscripts were deemed ready, a
festival of staged readings was
mounted at Playhouse in the
Park. People from all over the
region attended, eager to see
and critique brand new work for
the stage. After the readings.
audience discussion and a Q &
A session followed.
Philip Lanier's writings were
featured in three playwrights'
festivals, and he loved being
part of them. He longed to write
a full-length play about Russian
poet Anna Akmatova. and he
stuck with that complex character in several scripts.
Audiences were sometimes
less-than-enthusiastic about the
matenal. but Philip accepted
their feedback with grace and
good humor. He -- a man comfortable in the boardroom and

the court room, a community
leader and arts visionary - was
never defensive. He listened
and learned. Philip Lanier was a
gentleman and a gentle man.
When his term on the MSU
board of regents was up,
Philip's interest in Murray did
not wane. He continued to make
the 4-hour trip from Louisville
whenever he could tohe with
the playwrights' group. -Even
when he did not have new
material to present, he listened
to others' work and was an integral part of the group.
A piece in Sunday's Courier
Journal tagged Philip Lanier as
"an extraordinary man who
exerted an incalculable influence on Louisville's cultural
landscape."
There is a small group of
playwrights here in Murray that
might add to that tribute by saying that Philip Lanier was one
of us, and we are saddened to
hear of his passing.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom
Contact the columnist directly
at constancealeicanderOcharternet.
SI
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Obituaries
Sam Henry Sr.
sarn Henry Sr.,

80, Erlanger, former resident of Calloway
County, died Sunday, Dec. 4, 2005, at Deaconess Hospital,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
He had retired in 1990 from Mosier Safe
Company after being with the company since
1956. He was a Navy veteran of World War 11.
He was the son of the late Byron and Stella
Henry.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ginny King
Henry, to whom /se had been married for 59
years; one daughter, Mrs. Peggy Schreiber and
husband, Dick, Batavia, Ohio; one son. Sam Henry II and wife,
Betty, Dry Ridge; one sister, Mrs. Pauline Sailliez, West Frankfort,
III.; four grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 aan. in the chapel of
Linnemann Funeral Home, Erlanger. Burial will follow in the Forest
Lawn Memorial Park there. Visitation will be at the funeral home
after 9 a.m. Thursday.Expressions of sympathy may be made to
National Multiple Sclerosis Society, 4460 Lake Forest Drive, Sulk
236, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45242.
•

Shelia;Elizabeth Sanders

Shelton Elizabeth Sanders, 19, Lumberton, NC:, died Friday.
Nov. IS, 2005, in Asheville, N.C., where she was a freshman at
North Carolina State.
Survivors include her parents, Ron and Betty
Jo Ward Sanders, Lumberton; two brothers, Judd
Sanders, Lumberton, and Chad Sanders, Wilson,
N.C.; her maternal grandmother, Mrs. Roberta
Ward, Murray, Ky.
She was born Feb. 4, 1986. Preceding her in
death was her maternal grandfather, James Ward.
A celebration of her life was held Nov. 26 at
2 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Lumberton, N.C.
Taking part in the service were her parents
and her two brothers; Dr. Kevin Head, pastor;
Sanders
Dr. Annette Burke, speaker; Stephen Aber,
pianist; Kelli Johnson, flute; Robin Little, clarinet; Johnson
Ramsaur and Kelsey Wilkins, handbells; Lisa Rust and Kahlid
Tapia, soloists; and Becky Blackburn, Johnny Ward, Gene Freeman
and Gail Hudson.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Bicuspid Aortic
Foundation, 30100 Town Center Drive, Site 0-299, Laguna Niguel,
Calif., 92677.

Mrs. Helen Hamontree Kinsey
Mrs. Helen Hamontree Kinsey, 83, Mayfield, died Monday, Dec.
5, 2005, at 1:30 a.m. at Medco Center of Paducah.
A retired seamstress of Curlee and Mayfield Mfg. Co., she was a
member of Sedalia Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband. Halford Nance, her
second husband, Earl Hamontree, her third husband, R.L. Kinsey.
two sons, Jerry and Richard Nance, one great-granddaughter, Keela
Parker, two half sisters, Hazel McGuire and Iola McKinney,two half
brothers, Herbert and Charles McKinney, and stepfather, lack
McKinney. She was the daughter of the late Ed and Novella Adair
McGuire.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Barbara Parker and husband. Tom. Sedalia; two sons, Halford Nance and wife, Ruby, and

Earl Hamontree and wife, Tenth, Mayfield; three stepsons, Bobby
Kinsey and wife, Jane, Silky Kinsey and wife. Marilyn. and John
Kinsey and wits, Lisa, all of sa,421-ta; three half brothers. James
McKinney and Robert McGuire, both of Mayfield, and Buford
McGuire, Fulton; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2. p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home of Mayfield. Officiating will be the Rev. Ray Prosow,
the Rev. Charles Blair and the Rev. Spence Pate.Pallbearers will be
Chris Hamontree, Brian Nance, Tony West, Liffies Stubblefield,
David Parker, John Snow II and Tommy Cope. Burial will follow in
the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.Visitation will be at the
funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Joe Parker McCuiston
The funeral for Joe Parker Mct uiston will be today (Tuesday) at
2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Wayne Henry, Dr. Todd Buck and the Rev. David Allbnnen will
officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Jason. Brian and
Danny McCuiston, Rick Williams, David and
Tim Dowdy, Ted Clark, Ron, Dan. Greg and
Brad McNutt, James Pigs, Michael Willoughby.
Austin Blakely and Steve Snyder. Burial will
follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery:Visitation is
now at the funeral home.
Mr. McCuiston, 89, Ky. 94 East. Murray, died Saturday. Dec. 3.
2005, at 8:40 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was retired from the former Murray Division of Tappan Company and K-Man. He was a
member of Elm Grove Baptist Church and a member of Steadfast
Sunday School Class.
His wife, Desiree McNutt McCuiston. and one sister, Norma
Dale Clark, both preceded -him in death. Born Oct. 12, 1916. in
Calloway County, he was the son of the late Robert Nathaniel
McCuiston and Johnnie Hendon McCuiston.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Karen Jo Carpenter and
husband. Jon, and Mrs. Rita Diane Blakely and husband, Ben. one
son, Philip Dwain McCuiston and wife, Rita, six grandchildren.
Jason Robert McCuiston, Brian Dwain McCuiston, Danny Ross
McCuiston, Kaci Leeann Carpenter, Kaitlyn Jo Carpenter and
Austin Benjamin Blakely, and brother-in-law and sister-in-law.
Alfred and Codell Williams. all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Faye
Dowdy, St. Louis, Mo.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Eva Dell Henry,
Murray, and Mrs. Faye McNutt, Paducah.

Bruce Hawley Bucy
The funeral for Bruce Hawley Bucy will be today (Tuesday) at I
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The
Rev. Glynn Orr will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Charles Nesbitt. Hal
Nance, Howard Bucy, Phillip Hale, Stanley Hale
and Jimmy Hale. Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Hospice of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
803 Poplar St., Murray. Ky., 42071.
Mr. Bucy, 85, Phillips Drive, Hazel, died Saturday. Dec. 3, 2005,
at 4:05 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
A Marine veteran of World War 11, he was a self-employed con-

tractor. He was a member of Westsick Ballast Church and of West
Kentucky Campers Club.
He was married July 5, 1940, to Veld& Mae Hale Bucy who died
Sept. 21, 2002. Also preceding him in death were one sister. lAxella
Parhiun, and three brothers. Jimmy. Cleo and Kirby Bucy Born Nov
19, 1920, in Calloway County, be was the son of the late Charlie
Bucy and Maude Smith Bucy.
Survivors include two sons, Dwayne Bucy and wife. Edwina.
Hazel, and Kenneth Bucy and wife, Joyce Ann, Murray. one grandson. Michael Bucy, West Des Moines, Iowa, one brother, C.A Bucy
and wife. Jan, Livonia. Mich.-,two sisters-in-law, Mrs. kner Harmon
and Ms. Maude Hale. and one brother-in-law, Joe Smith. all to
Murray.

Larry T. Misr
The funeral for Larry T. Miller was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Joe Daryl Thorn officiated. Burial was in the Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
American Heart Association. Ohio Valley
Affiliate, 333 Guthrie St., Suite 207, Louis'.ilk.
Ky.. 40202.
Mr. Miller, 57, Oak Level Road, Benton, died
Thursday, Dec. 1, 2005, at Barnes Jewish
Hospital. St Louis. Mo.
An Army seteran of the Vietnam War, he was retired rnachirust
for Ingersoll Rand Corporation. He was a member of Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church. He was the son of the late George and
Grace Miller.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Darlene Riley Miller; one son.
Tony Miller, and one grandchild, Emma Miller, both of Lexington.
two sisters, Mrs. Pat Skoda, Cleveland. Ohio, and Mrs. Vickie
Sumey, Pennsylvania; six brothers, Ricky Miller, Benton. George
and Michael Miller, both of Pennsylvania. and kin. John and And
Miller. all of Texas.

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Christine Southard
The funeral for Mrs. Ctuistine Southard was today (Tuesday) at
10 am. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Jim
Simmons officiated.
Pallbearers were Mike Latham, Oatman Farky, Dickie Farley,
Shenill Hicks. Roger Gamensfelder and Dale Southard. Burial was
in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Southard. 79. College Terrace, Murray. died Saturday, Dec.
3. 2005, at 12:45 p.m. at her home. A retired cook for Log Cabin
Restaurant, she was of Baptist faith. Her husband. Preston Southard.
preceded her in death. Born Sept. 7, 1926. in Mannington, she was
the daughter of the late Ora Latham and Sadie Latham.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Janis Hicks and husband.
Sherrill. Murray. and Mrs. Linda Gamertsfelder and husband. Roger.
Huber Heights, Ohio: one sop, Dale Southard, Murray; one sister.
Mrs. Effie Christie and husband. Jack. Morgantown; one brother.
Paul Latham, Murray; three grandchildren. Ginger Hick.s, Nashville.
Tenn., awl Adam Hicks and Adriane Southard. both of Murray; her
beloved companion. Pete Farley. Murray.

FEMA: agency faced riot threat in days following Hurricane Katrina
WASHINGTON (AP) Facing a growing body count
and shortages of food, water and
ice, federal emergency officials
braced for riots in Mississippi in
the days following Hurricane
Katrina. new documents reveal.
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency officials
knew their response system had
been shattered by the Aug. 29
storm and were unable to provide- fast help _ even when the
needs were obvious.
"This is unlike what we have
seen before," William Carwile,
FEMA's former top responder in
Mississippi, said in a Sept. 1 email to officials at the agency's
headquarters. He was describing
difficulties in getting body bags
and refrigerated trucks to
Hancock County. Miss., which
was badly damaged by the
storm.
Carwile wrote that he personally authorized Hancock County
to buy refrigeration trucks
because "the coroner was going
to have to start putting bodies
out in the parking lot."
The next day, in another email to headquarters about substandard levels of food, water
and ice being distributed in
Mississippi. Carwile reported,
"System appears broken."
In a Sept. I exchange, FEMA
regional response official Robert
Fenton warned headquarters that
the expected levels of water and
ice being sent were far below

what was needed.
"If we get the quantities in
your report tomorrow we will
have serious riots," Fenton
wrote.
Responding. Carwile wrote:
"Turns out this report is true.
There seems to be no way we
will get commodities in amounts
beyond those indicated below.
And it turns out these shortfalls
were known much earlier in the
day and we were not informed.
"Will need bigs time law
enforcement
reinforcements
tomorrow," Carwile's e-mail
continued. "All our good will
here in MS will be very seriously'impacted by noon tomorrow.
Have been holding it together as
it is.
The eight pages of correspondence among FEMA officials,
provided Monday by a special
House committee investigating
the government response to the
storm, followed the release last
week by Louisiana Gov.
Kathleen Blanco of more than
100,000 documents. Taken
together, the details from both
states provide evidence of a system in disarray.
The House Government
Reform Committee, chaired by
Rep. Tom Davis, R-Va., is
reviewing hundreds of thousands of documents from local,
state and federal officials who
were involved in the disaster
relief effort.
The committee is holding a
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hearing Tuesday to examine
whether race and class issues
affected the government's sluggish response. The hearing was
re4ested by Rep. Cynthia
MeKinney, D-Ga., one of the

few Democrats to participate in
the investigation after their party
leaders decided to boycott the
inquiry, which they believe
should be done by an independent commission.

The Louisiana .documents
released Friday revealed delays
and state claims that requests for
federal help weren't received.
and reflected partisan battling
between the Republican Bush

administration and Blanco. a
Democrat. The Mississippi documents. though only a handful
were released, showed no political tensions between local officials and Washington.
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Now when you open a checking account with BB8rT, you'll not only experience our °rife-on-one approach to
banking, but you'll also get these great rates on savings available only for our checking account holders in
Kentucky. With just a minimum initial deposit of $1,000. you can enjoy a special rate on an 8- or 13-month
Personal CD or IRA Plus, we'll walk you through all of your savings options. It's the great savings you want.
along with the personal attention you need So stop by your local BB&T branch today.
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COMMUNITY
'Christmas Festival of Lights'
at Central Park is wonderful

Center for Health &
Wellness hosting events
The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering several educational events during
the month of December, which
will be offered to members.
MCCH employees, as well as
the general community.
The Center for Diabetes will
hold Diabetes Self-Management
Classes at the Center. for Health
& Wellness. The Diabetes
Self-Management Classes will
be on Wednesday, December
14 and Thursday, December
15 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
These classes are presented by
the Center for Diabetes and
help create awareness on the
latest diabetic treatments and
self-management techniques
available. Participants must
pre-register by calling 270-7621806 or 1-800-822-1840, ext.
1806.
Rebecca Wright, MS, RD,
CD will offer an educational
shsion entitled, "12 Days of
Thursday,
Christmas," on
December 8 from 12 Noon to
12:30 p.m. at the Center for
Health & Wellness. Participants
*ill learn 12 tips to a healthier holiday with one tip per
cbly.! Participants need to bring
tfrir singing voice for an excitipg ending.
On Tuesday, December 13
from 12 Noon to I p.m. join
Ilebecca Wright, MS, RD, LD
tip learn the important role of
diet for a healthy pregnancy.
Women in the class, entitled
"Pregnancy: Eating Healthy
for You and Your Baby," will
learn how to develop a healthy
eating plan and how their diet
can help them with several discomforts and complications of
pregnancy. The class is recommended for women in their

first trimester, so healthy eating habits can be established
early in their pregnancy, but
any mother expecting is encouraged to attend. Call 270-7621348 to pre-register for this
class. There is a cost for this
class.
Stop by the Center for Health
& Wellness on Tuesday, December 20 for osteoporosis and
screenings.
vision/glaucoma
The screenings will take place
from 8 a.m. to 12 Noon and
I p.m. to 3 p.m. For more
information or to make an
appointment, please call 270762-1348.
On Wednesday, December 21
from II a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
join Kristine Warren, Exercise
Specialist, for her educational
session entitled, "How to Burn
Off Your Holiday Cookies."
Stop by the Center for Health
& Wellness to learn some fun
and easy ways to burn off all
those holiday foods you love
to eat.
The Murray Stroke/Head
Injury Support Group will meet
on Thursday, December 22 from
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the
classroom. For more information on this support group,
contact Cheryl Crouch at 270762-1557. The Breast Cancer
Support Group will meet not
meet during the month of
December. For more information on this support group. contact Evelyn Wallis at 270-4892462.
For more information on programs at the Center for Health
& Wellness, cotitact Allison
Lancaster, Health. Promotions
Coordinator at. Murray-Calloway County Hospital. at 270762-1348.

We took the opportunity Sunday night
to drive through Central Park for the annual "Christmas in the Park - A Festival of
Lights" which proved to be a wonderful
showing of the Christmas season.
The displays all featuring lights were
marvelous. The sponsors are to be congratulated for sponsoring these beautiful
displays.
"This made me think of the display of
lights we had seen at the Opryland Hotel
lo's
Nashville, Tenn.,several years ago. Thanks
Datebook in
to the Parks for this special event which
By Jo Burkeen
will continue from 5 to 9 p.m. each evening
Community
Dec. 28.
through
Editor

y
Glory Bound will be Thursda
Dotson will be
Photo provided

Serving as hostesses for the November meeting of the
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club were (from
left) Patsy Tracy, Charlotte Barker, Teckla Farrell and
Betty Lou Farris.

Zeta Department holds

Baker will perform for
Murray Lions Club party
The Murray Lions Club
Christmas party will be Tuesday. Dec. 13, at 6:30 p.m. at
Kenlake State Resort Park.
: Entertainment will be by
Sonya G. Baker. soprano, assistant professor of voice at Murray State University.
Everett L. Craig, chairperson' for the event, said "Dr.
Baker is an outstanding vocalist who has performed nationally and internationally."
Baker has been heard in
concert in recent appearances
in Canterbury Cathedral, England. and Carnegie Hall, New
York. In 2003. she made her
Carnegie Hall debut with
renowned conductor Michael
Tilson Thomas. She appeared
as soloist on the Yale Alumni
Chorus tour to Moscow singing
at the Kremilin.
She has received numerous
academic and vocal awards and
is a frequent guest artist and
teacher, having taught at Governor's school programs in both
Kentucky and Virginia.

featured at
Hallelujah Singers and Megan
Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
by
Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is sponsored
and
invited
is
public
The
Goshen United Methodist Church.
there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be taken. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643 or Renee Taylor at 753-1824.

November meeting
The department will meet
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club
November meeting at the club house.
Presenting the program on
house with Barbara Brandon,
-There's Music in the Air" will
chairman, presiding.
Lula Belle Hodges gave the be Dorothy Terry Rogers. Patsy
Tracy will give the —Thought
"Thought for the Day."
Hostesses were Bettie Lou for the Day."
Hostesses will be Janet Kirk,
Farris, chairman, Patsy Tracy,
Hopson and Frances
Maurine
Teckla
and
Barker
Charlotte
Matarazzo.
Farrell.

Hazel Woman's Club

day
Owens will speak Wednes
Land Tour

from Eureka
Jerry Owens of the New Holy
the Wilderin
Tabernacle
"The
on
speak
will
Springs, Ark.,
ness" which is one of the many exhibits in the tour of the
Great Passion Play on Wednesday at 7 p.m. at Poplar Spring
Baptist Church.

will meet
Laker Band Boosters Boosters
will meet

today at
Calloway County Laker Band
School.
High
County
Calloway
of
room
band
the
in
p.m.
5:30
A representative from the tour Company will be present to discuss the Citrus Bowl trip.

CCMS Council will meet

Calloway County Middle School Council will have a special called meeting on Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media
center.

MHS Fastpitch Club will meet
Wednesday

at 5:45
Murray High Fastpitch Club will meet
with
associated
persons
All
cafeteria.
school
p.m. at the high
the fastpitch softball program at MHS and MMS are invited
and encouraged to attend.

Photos provided

The Hazel Woman's Club
met Nov.17 at the Hazel
Center.
Community
Bonnie Raspberry (right)
of the Wild Raspberry'
was the speaker. A fun
lesson was presented on
Making.
Jewelry
Hostesses were (bottom
Latimer,
Pat
photo)
Sharon Ray and Marla
Thompson . The next
meeting will be the
Christmas meeting and
party at J. Edwards Dec.
15 at 6:30 p.m.

Kappas will meet tonight

Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have
a "Country Christmas" party tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the home
of Belinda Walls. Other hostesses will be Martha Roberts,
Dorinda Craig, Jamie Helton, Rosemary Graham and Vicky
Holton.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

Temple Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet tonight at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall.

Need Line needs more items

Need Line of Murray and Calloway County needs more
items for the Christmas food baskets to be given to clients on
Dec. 17. Items needed include sweet potatoes, stuffing mix,
cranberry sauce, chicken broth, brown and serve dinner rolls,
and fruit. Persons may bring their donations to the Need Line
office at 607 Poplar St., Suite A, in the Weeks Community
Center, Murray. Hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Ceramics Club plans sale

Ceramics Club of Murray State University will have a sale
of items made by the ceramic students today from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Rocking Chair Lounge of Curris Center at MSU.
Funds from the sale will help with students to attend the
national meeting in Portland, Ore., in the spring.

Sonya G. Baker
Dr. Baker's upcoming projects include a performance with
the Paducah Symphony in the
spring and another summer of
teaching at the Governor's
School for the Arts in Kentucky.
Reservations are required for
the dinner and can be made
by calling Craig at 753-3317.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer Osteo heel scans and blood pressure and pulse checks on
Thursday from 9 to Ii a.m. at Wingo Town Square and from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at Burton's Gas Station, Lynnville: on Friday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Glendale Place. Murray.

BirtliAnnouncements

Book signing scheduled

Kennedy Shea Reynolds
Brian and Toni Reynolds of Mayfield are the parents of a
daughter, Kennedy Shea Reynolds, born on Wednesday, Oct.
12. 2005, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The mother is the former Toni Bennett.
Grandparents are Kathy Bennett of Murray, the late Jim
Bennett, and Robert and Marcia Reynolds of Greenville.
A great-grandmother is Barbara Mercer of Greenville.

ef

Kaylee Jo Ann
Stone
Call today to schedule a no-cost,
no-obligation portfolio review.
If it concerned your physical health. you'd most likely seek
a second opinion. Isn't your fiscal health just as important?
Do you hare the right investments in place to meet the future's
financial challenges? At Edward Jones. our business is helping
people find solutions for their long-term financial goals.

Freddie and Jodi Stone of
Hazel are the parents of a daughter, Kaylee Jo Ann Stone. born
on Thursday, May 26, 2005.
The baby, weighed 5 pounds
I I ounces and measured 18
1/2 inches.
Grandparents are Lavelle
Stone and the late Joe Pat
Stone of Hazel and Joe and
Cheryl Manning of Murray. A
great-grandmother is Robbie
Brittian of Almo.

Poinsettia sale planned
Murray. State University Horticulture Department has poinsettias for sale. For more information call 767-0467.

Alpha group distributing books
Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will be at
the club house •from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday
to distribute the recently published book, "Family History."

East Council will meet
East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet today at 5 p.m. at Tom's Grille. Murray.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Kaylee Jo Ann Stone

ver Arbonne!

Dis
Larry baste
;05 N. 12t5 St. Suite B
Marra,, KY 42071
'S3-4227

Murray State University Bookstore announces a book signing for "Homer Realized" by Martha Battle on Wednesday
from noon -to 2:30 p.m. in the -alcove at the bookstore entrance
at the Curris Center. University courtesy parking permits can
be picked up at the public safety office on North 16th Street.
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LEARNING
Calloway Middle takes sectional

Band-tastic Job!

Katelyn
Centrals
were Mayfield Middle And Graves
Lowes Elementary (15.5 ). McAlpin Hanna Miller placed
Graves
County
Central sixth for MMS.
Elementary -e41/- and Wino - Pittman was the lone local
student who placed in the top sut
Elementary Mi.
Indy.'dually. CCMS recorded in math. Murray's Tad Masthay
three first place wins in lan- was thud in science asaesiunetd.
MMS also saw Patrick Gran
guage ans assessment. mathematics and science Assessment and Catherine Clay well take
Staff Report
by Lauren Benson. Tyler second and third. respectively. in
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County Middle Pittman and Darian McCallister. social studies assessnient.
Calloway's Breanna Bethel and
School claimed the annual respectively.
Murray Middle won quick Cheyenne Maddox were fifth
Kentucky Colonels' Sixth Grade
Academic Showcase Saturday recall in • team competition. and sixth. respectively. in social
against six other teams from Calloway,sa.s fourth in that studies.
Adam FA:kels of('CMS and
event behind 4vtayfield Middle
Calloway and Graves counties.
Aaron
Whitney of Murray
Farmington.
and
Calloway tallied 41.5 points.
Behind Benson in language Middle were tied for third in arts
Farmington
by
followed
Elementary with 35 and Murray arts assessment were classmates and humanities assessment.
Middle School with 31.5. Fourth Paige Paschall and Carinne while Calloway's Kadyn Coot
through seventh place finishers Wilson. who were in a three- took fifth.
way tie for third along with

Murray Middle
earns third place
in sixth grade
competition

Photo provIctec

Dictionary Distribution

Dr. Richard Crouch (left) presents Murray High School Band Director Dee Bishop a certificate to the band for their outstanding season including 3rd place in state finals. Also
pictured is MHS Principal Teresa Speed.

Learning About the Ledger

Photo provided

The Murray Rotary Club recently presented new dictionaries to all 4th graders in both
the Murray and Calloway school systems. Pictured (from left) are Rotarian Pamela
Wurgler, East Elementary Principal Fred Ashby, and 4th Grade Teacher Rebecca
Skaggs. Proud recipients in the foreground are (from left) Dustin Davenport. Nathan
Williams, Tyler Wilson, Darshaye Davenport. and Robert Kendall.

TOM BERRY/Ledger 8 Times Photo

About a dozen children from Montessori Discovery School visited the Murray Ledger &
Times office on Monday to learn more about how their hometown newspaper operates.
Before heading out to their next destination they posed briefly in front of the paper's
Christmas tree.

Eastwood Christian Academy Honors
November Students of the Month

Checkmate!

gnJay
nce
can
eet.

Photo provided

East Calloway Elementary's Chess Club meets weekly and is coached by East parent David Mikulcik (pictured). Sponsors are East teachers Lisa Armstrong. Marsha
Garner, and Diane Patterson. Students from Kindergarten through fifth grade participate in the club.

Photo provided
In November. Eastwood Christian Academy awarded "Student of the Month" awards for
the character quality "Responsibility." Pictured are the class winners: (front row, from
left)lst grade Kristen Mercer, 2nd grade Victoria Waggoner, 3rd grade Samuel Cook, 4th
grade Clarissa Roberts.(middle)5th/6th grades Aaron Cook, 718th grades Katrina Wulff;
9th grade Rebecca Selby, 10/11th grades Jocelyn Shelburn. and 12 grade Elizabeth
Wilson. Also pictured are (back row, from left) Pastor Joey Adair, principal, and Mrs.
Libby Conley, assistant principal.
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Great recims
from folks you know!
All proceeds go to paylor the CCHS
hand trip to the Citrus Bowl Parade!

a
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•Candles•Candies
•Cocoas•Ciders
• Coffees •Pretzels & More.'
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon.-Sat. 10-5_• Sun. 1-5

ONLY $10 from any CCHS
band member or Linda Avery
at the office of Overbey & Adams

Great
(Thristmas
Gift!

Great Selection of Goodie.s
to Choosefrom...

I

eems Lakerliand eookbook!
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„ Custom
Gift Baskets

II

Hey...C'mon In and
See What's New!!!
Items Arriving Daily!
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SPORTS
RACER HOOPS

Cronin: We needed to toughen up
Tough schedule prepares Racers for OVC

)
MICHAEL DANN/ File

Mick Cronin and the
ers will host Eastern
tucky Thursday and
host Morehead State
urday.

RacKenthen
Sat-

Hayes
named OVC
Freshman of
the Week
Special To The Ledger
Freshman
guard/forward
Ashley Nichole Hayes was the
unanimous
choice for
Ohio Valley
Conference
Freshman of
the Week, as
selected by
the league
sports inforHayss
mation contacts for women's basketball.
Hayes was named to the
All-State Farm TiRt Classic
Team for her play in the tournament last weekend, averag„ing 13.0 points and 7.5
rebounds, including a doubledouble against host Missouri
- with 14 points and II rebounds.
Hayes averaged 15.0 points and
6.0 boards per game for all
three games last week.
Hayes is tied for 10th in
the OVC with 13.5 points per
. game. She is also tied for 13th
: in the conference with 6.2
rebounds per game and tied
for fourth in free-throw percentage at 91.7 percent.
•
Murray State opens its OVC
'schedule this Thursday at 3:30
• 15.m. against defending champion Eastern Kentucky.

Calloway
falls in
opening of
Honeywell
Tournament
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
• METROPOLIS. III. — The
Calloway County Lady Lakers
battled Herrin, Ill., close for
much of Monday's openinground game of the Honeywell
Tournament, but couldn't overcome the effort of the Lady
Tigers' Alexis Ragsdale.
Ragsdale recorded a doubte-double with a game-high
25 points and 12 rebounds as
Herrin disposed of the Lady
Lakers in a 66-58 final during
*Adloway's first game of the
rbund-robin event.
• CCHS (2-1) fell behind 19:15 at the end of the first guarlet of play and trailed, just 2725 at the halftime break, but
Watched as the Lady Tigers
(4,-3) hulk a comfortable 10riqint cushion (47-37) with a
,2t1-12 scoring edge in the third
, period. The Lady Lakers would
gq on to outscore Herrin 21• 19 in the final eight minutes.
:::fiut it wouldn't be enough to
']..earn the victory.
Senior guard Chelsea Mor. ris paced the Calloway attack
With 16 points, while sopho•thore guard Sam Butts folIowed with 13. The Lady Lakro shot 15-of-47- from the
floor, including a 5-of-21 effort
from 3-point range. CCHS was
,23-of-30 from the free throw
line while getting out-rebounded 30-26.
:Calloway is scheduled to
play two more games in the
Honeywell Tournament before
playing in the Fifth Third Bank
Ctassic at Lexington Catholic
'Nigh School Dec. 20-22.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
With three of their first four games
away from home — including two contests against major conference foes —
the recently concluded season-opening
stretch has been anything but a picnic
for the Murray State Racers.
And that's the way it should have
been, according to MSU head coach Mick
Cronin, who set the early-season schedule by design in order to prepare the
Racers for a grueling 20-game Ohio Valley Conference slate, which opens on Thursday at home against rival Eastern Kentucky.

"Fortunately, we've been in some tough
games, so hopefully that will help us,”
said the third-year Murray coach during
his weekly conference with local and area
media representatives on Monday. "That
was kind of the idea with our scheduling. We needed to try and toughen up
— get a dose of reality — and put our
team in some tough situations, which
obviously we've done with two overtime
games."
Last Saturday, the Racers (2-2) played
an extra session for the second time this
year, outlasting homestanding Texas-San
Antonio 89-79. MSU is now I-1 in overtime games on the season after falling

79-75 in its season opener at Cincinnati.
The win over the Roadrunners was a
telling one for the Racers, who found
themselves on both ends of double-digit
gaps on the scoreboard during regulation
and were decisively out-rebounded on the
offensive glass for the second straight game,
but still found a way to earn the victory.
"I saw a lot of improvement just in
the way we handled the end of the game
at San Antonio," Cronin recalled. "Getting a shot off at the end of the.shot
clock was the shot we drew up in the

Snow Doubt

AP

Seattle linebacker Lofa Tatupu (51) heads for the end zone with an intercepted pass from Philadelphia'
quarterback Mike McMahon in the second quarter of NFL action Monday night in Philadelphia.

Seahawks turn Eagles' six turnovers into white-washing
and played in the Super Bowl
10 months ago.
Torn apart by injuries to
several key players, including quarterback Donovan
McNabb, and disrupted by
the Terrell Owens saga,
Philadelphia played its worst
game since becoming an
NFC force in 2000.
"There's not a lot of good
I can find out of this," coach
Andy Reid said. "Offensively. we were ineffective. We
didn't play with enough emotion on both sides of the
ball. We didn't execute. It
was an unacceptable performance in all phases."
Seattle's
top-ranked
offense gained only 194
yards overall _ the Seahawks were averaging 386
_ but the defense dominated. They forced six turnovers
and held the Eagles to just
190 yards.
"We just jumped on them
and didn't let them breathe,"
said Dyson. who was on
crutches and wore a protec-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. tAP) Richmond slowed down the
game. The Spiders milked the
shot clock. They held the ball,
played great
defense and
blocked one
Louisville shot
after another.
The only
thing the Spiders didn't do
is stop Cardiguard
nals
Taquan Dean.
Dean
scored 20 of
seasonhis
high 30 points
in the second half, and No. 5
Louisville rallied from a 10point deficit to beat Richmond
53-45 on Monday night at the
Colonial Classic.
"I knew we had to fight
through it, I knew I had to
make something happen, a great
defensive stop or something on
offense," Dean said.
The senior ended up doing
a little bit of both.
"I've been through the war.s.
I know what adversity is like,"
Dean said. "I don't yell at the
guys. I just try to lead by
example."
Louisville (4-0) avoided the
upset behind Dean and a defense
that held the Spiders (4-3) to
19 points and seven field goals
over the final 20 minutes. The
Cardinals also forced 18
turnovers to overcome 13 of
their own, including seven by
Dean.
"I think we showed tremendous guts and heart down the
stretch," Louisville coach Rick
Pitino said. "Getting behind
against Richmond was the worst
possible scenario on a basketball court. You get behind On
a , team like that, and it's an
uphill battle all the way with
the treadmill level on 10."
With his teammates either
unwilling or unable to provide
any help, Dean made sure
Louisville's ascension to the
top five in the AP poll wouldn't be short-lived.
After the Spiders took a 3222 lead with just over 15 minutes remaining, Dean got
rolling. He scored 11 of
Louisville's next 12 points to
pull the team to 36-34. Minutes later, he banked in a 3pointer from the top of the
key to give the Cardinals their
first lead of the game with
7:20 to go.
"The second half we got
gritty and got down to it,"
Dean said. "I just wanted to
get us going, give us a spark."
The Spiders managed to tie
it at 41, but Louisville gained
the lead for good on a ,putback by Chad Millard and a
free throw by Brandon Jenkins that put the Cardinals up
44-41.

45

III See RACERS Page 9A

SEATTLE 42, PHILADELPHIA 0

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
With their defense making
big plays and scoring points.
the Seattle Seahawks didn't
need much from their prolific offense.
Andre Dyson and Lofa
Tatupu scored on interception returns. and Dyson also
ran a fumble back for a
touchdown, leading the NFC
West champion Seahawks to
a convincing 42-0 victory
over the Philadelphia Eagles
on-sMonday night.
NFL rushing leader Shaun
Alexander had two TD runs
and Matt Hasselbeck tossed
a TD pass as Seattle (102) won its eighth straight.
tying a franchise record set
in 1984.
"Our defense was tired
of everybody talking about
our offense. They wanted to
make a statement, and they
did it," Alexander said.
The Eagles (5-7) certainly don't look like the same
main that went td last four
NFC championship games

Louisville
avoids
SPIders bile

tive boot on the left ankle
for the first time since 2003
he sprained when he returned when Tampa Bay beat them
Ryan Moats' fumble 25 yards 17-0 in the first game in
for another touchdown on the the new stadium. It was the
first play of the second half. Eagles' worst home loss
Dyson was carried off the since they were beaten 49field by several ,teammates. 0 by Green Bay in 1962.
but coach Mike Holmgren
"Embarrassing may be a
said he didn't think it was good term for it," defensive
serious.
end Jevon Kearse said. "It
It was Philadelphia's was embarrassing and everyworst loss since a 38-0 flop
thing else had that goes with
against Seattle to open the it."
1998 season. The sellout
And, they lost running
crowd stayed through half- back Brian Westbrook with
time despite a 35-0 deficit a sprained foot. He'll have
only because the Eagles an MR1 on Tuesday.
retired Reggie White's No.
Seattle's powerful offense
92 in a moving ceremony opened the scoring on the
that included several former first drive, with help from
teammates and former coach a penalty.
Buddy Ryan.
Hasselbeck found Bobby
Too bad for Philadelphia Engram wide open in the
that Randall Cunningham end zone for an 11 -yard
was in a suit instead of a pass after Philadelphia's
uniform playing quarterback. Jeremiah Trotter and Quintin
Mike McMahon and Koy Mikell collided.
Detmer completed just, 17
Three plays earlier, Trotof 39 passes for 145 yards ter's illegal contact penalty
and four interceptions.
negated Mikell's interception
The Eagles were shut out in the end zone.

AF'

Louisville's David Padgett
shoots a hook over Richmond's Drew Crank during the second half of their
game Monday in Louisville
Louisville won the contest
53-45.

Equestrian federation awards 2010 games to Lexington
MANAMA. Bahrain (AP)
— The International Equestrian Federation on Tuesday
awarded its coveted 2010
games to Lexington, Ky. —
the first time the World
Equestrian Games will he
held outside Europe.

There were no immediate largest sporting event ever
details on the vote by the to be held in Kentucky —
Switzerland-based federation, larger even than the Kenwhich met in the Bahraini tucky Derby.
capital.
• Officials .at the Kentucky
The 2010 World Equestri- Horse Park. where the games
an Games, first held in 1990 will take place, have proin Stockholm. will be the jected attendance at more

than 300,000 during a twoweek period, with 800 athletes from between 40 and
50 countries competing. Kentucky Horse Park executive
director John Nicholson said
the games would generate
$100 million.

The operating budget for
the games will be about $33
million, Nicholson said.
The games include seven
disciplines — show jumping, dressage. eventing, driving. endurance, vaulting and
reining.
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Kentucky
SCOREBOARD
makes rare
visit to play
Ingram Apia,
a mid-major
aNwn

Members of the Murray High boys' golf team were recognized during a recent
awards banquet. Award winners and coaches pictured include (from left) Amy
McDowell, Tyler Boudreaux, Keaton Tate, Zack Newsome and Justin Scott. Jordan Smith earned the Most Improved award, while Tate was the recipient of
the team's Academic award. Newsome took home the Coach's award, while
Alex Wellinghurst was given the Longest Stroke Average award.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
When a Kentucky assistant
called Georgia State coach
Michael Perry back during the
summer of 2004 looking for a game, Perry immediately had
one reaction: to ask for a homeand-home series.
Somewhat surprisingly. Perry
said, Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith agreed to the request.
which is why the 15th-ranked
Wildcats (5-2) will play Georgia State (2-2) on Tuesday
night at Philips Arena in Atlanta..
The game is part of a twofor-one deal. Georgia State visited Kentucky last season, losing 77-59 to the Wildcats, and
will visit Lexington again in
the future. Smith said Monday.
"It puts our program on the
big stage," Perry said of Kentucky's visit. "We're playing
against a program with the
richest history in our game.
and we're a program that nine
years ago had one of the worst
basketball histories in the country. It's been great to see it
grow to where it's respected."
Perry and Smith have known
each other since the early 1980s,
when Perry played at Richmond and Smith was an assistant at Virginia Commonwealth.
Smith's top assistant, David
Hobbs, also was on the Virginia Commonwealth staff at the
time.

Mr#S1111Ock

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any bettor than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Mundy. KY • 7/41-3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
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Kansas City
4 8 0 333
Oakland
Sunday's Games
Miens 24, Wilda 23
Minnesota 21, Detroit 16
NY Giants 17, Dallas 10
Chicago 19. Green Bay 7
Baltimore 16. Houston 15
Indianapolis 35, Tennessee 3
Cincinnati 38. Pittsburgh 31
Carolina 24, Atlanta 6
Tampa Bey 10. New Orleans 3
Jacksonville 20. Cleveland 14
Washington 24. St Louis 9
Anzona 17. San Francisco 10
Kansas City 31, Denver 27
New England 16. NY Jets 3
San Diego 34. Oakland 10
Monday.Orme
Seattle 42 Philadelphia 0

NATIONAL COMPERENC
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ir-cancheci Mayo* spot
y-canched drvision
Sunday, Dec. 11
Deldenel at NY Jets Noon
Houston at Tennessee Noon
Chicago at Pittsburgh Noon
New Engana at &Aliso. Noon
Cleveland at Cinannati, Noon
St. Louis at Minnesota. Noon
Indienapoles at Jacksonville. Noon
Tampa Bay at Carolina Noon
San Francisco at Sean*. 305 ci
Washington at Anions. 3-05 p m
N.Y Giants at Philadelphia. 305 pm
Kansas City at Deka, 115 p.m
Miami at San Diego. 3.15 p m.
Beittrnont at Denver 3 15 p m.
Deal* at Green Bay. 7-30 p rn.
Mondry. Dee. 12
New Orleans at Atlanta. 8 p m
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UK Hoops looks for its first Correction
Monday'%
victory over the
6-0 start in nearly 20 years Universityteam's
School of Nashville.was
A portion of
on the Calloway County boys'
ketball

Members of the Murray High Lady Tiger golf team recently received awards
at the squad's season-ending banquet. Team members and coaches pictured
include (front row, from left) Angela DeBella, Kelly Dick. (back row) Amy
McDowell, Shannon Elias, Laurel McManus, Katrina Olson and Justin Scott.
Elias received the Most Improved award, while Dick was given an Academic
the
award. The Coach's award went to McManus, while DeBella took home
Average.
Stroke
plaque for Lowest

•Racers ...
From Page 8A
huddle; there was just a lot of
maturity in that end-of-game situation. which was more than
we showed two weeks earlier
at Cincinnati."
Still disturbing to Cronin,
however, is the Racers' deficits
in the rebounding department
— particularly on the offensive end, where Murray State
gave up 22 second-chance
boards to both Tennessee and
San Antonio. Overall, MSU
had to overcome a 50-41
rebounding deficit against the
Roadrunners.
"When you play great
defense, you're forcing a team
to miss a lot of shots," said
Cronin. "The opportunities for
teams to get offensive rebounds
on you are going to be abun:
dant when you are playing
good defense. If we can combine great defensive rebounding with the defense we're
playing, we'll be extremely
tough to beat.
"Sometimes our problem is
not blocking out, and sometimes
when we do, we're not grabbing the ball with two hands:
we're trying to grab it with
We've got to do
one hand.

a better job of that because
it's demoralizing to play great
defense and then not get the
rebound. It also kills our style
of play," he added.
The Racers were also able
to survive against San Antonio despite a big discrepancy
at the free throw line, where
the Roadrunners shot 22 more
free throws than MSU. UTSA,
however, did not take advan(age of their trips to the line.
hitting just 20-of-38 attempts
from the charity stripe. Murray was 12-of-16 on its attempts.
On the season, the Racers
are being nearly doubled by
their opposition at the foul line.
attempting just 46 free tosses
while giving up 84.
- "It's a major concern."
Cronin claimed. "But, at the
end of the day, you have to
took back and ask Why? You
can't just say, 'Well, we don't
shoot free throws.'
"We're not going to the basket with strength; we're shooting too many perimeter shots.
... The guy that's got to get
to the line more is (center)
Pearson Griffith. And our guards
have to do a better job — particularly Justin Orr — of attacking the basket with some

strength."
On Thursday. the Racers will
open conference play against
an Eastern Kentucky squad that
has arguably played just as
tough a non-conference'schedule as MSU.
The Colonels (2-4) have
taken their lumps, getting hammered at Tennessee (92-58)
while also losing to Western
Kentucky (97-89), Georgia (7668) and in double-overtime
against Wisconsin (95-89) in
their season opener. EKU has
recorded wins over Norfolk
State (67-60) and West Virginia Wesleyan (88-46).
"They have played a brutal
schedule; by far the most brutal schedule of any OVC team
so far," Cronin said. "I think
what happens is if your kids
are resilient, and they understand that they've played some
tough teams, that it's going to
be different once they get into
their conference.
"I don't think Eastern's
record is indicative of how
good they are. I would doubt
that it's shaken their confidence at all because they have
three seniors that have been
around and understand that
there's a difference."

Special To The Ledger
LEXINGTON. Ky. -The Kentucky women's basketball team
looks to keep its five-game winning streak alive when it plays
host to the North Carolina A&T State Aggies Tuesday, Dec. 6
in Memorial Coliseum. Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. and the game
will be carried live on the Big Blue Sports Network (Radio)
with Neil Price.
The Wildcats, who are 5-0 for the first time since the 199899 season, are coming off a 71-56 victory over Florida International last Thursday. UK looks to improve to 6-0 for the
first time since the Wildcats began at 6-0 in 1984-85.
"We are • looking forward to playing North Carolina A&T
tomorrow," UK Coach_ fvticKie. DeMoss said. "They are struggling a bit at 0-5. but have had some close games lately. They
cause a lot of havoc. forcing 22 turnovers a game and average double figures in steals. They will throw different looks
at us that will help us against some teams down the road."

,

incorrect. The article stated that the
Lakers would play at Fon Walton
Beach, Ha., on Dec. 10. CCHS teill
travel to Graves County on that
date to take on Fort Walton Beach
in the First Kentucky Bank
Challenge.
Also, senior guard Brian
Murdock's first name war, rappelled (Bryan).
The Murray Ledger & Tow%
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting: however mistakes ovcaclonally occur. It is the Ledier's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news mistake or error. please eat)
753-1916.
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Tar Heels back in Top 25 after upset of UK
trivia question:
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) answer to a
last time a
the
was
When
off'
— North Carolina started
defending NCAA champ began
as little more than part of tht the next season unranked?
TODAY'S WIMP SPONSORED II:
Five weeks later. that slight
Lindy Suitor
from the voters in The Asso11411011KorWyliwau Apo'
ciated Press' media poll looks
increasingly less accurate.
To KNO rour nom, moors
cored a rod*
The Tar Heels jumped into
604 Ilere St.• 753-5$42
the Top 25 for the first time
Monday. debuting at No. 23
following an upset at KenTODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
tucky. The loss dropped the
6 p.m.
Wildcats five spots to 15th,
vs
Kansas
Classic
ESPN - Jimmy V
York
their streak of appearending
New
at
Saint Joseph's,
8pm
the top 10 at 40.
in
ances
ESPN - Jimmy V Classic Michigan
York
New
"It may be satisfying to such
St. vs Boston College, at
NHL
young team, but I don't
a
7 p.m.
believe it will cause them to
OLN - N V Islanders at St Louis
lt30 p.m.
lose their focus because they
OLN - Atlanta at San Jose
know it is so early in the seaRODEO
son," Tar Heels coach Roy
11 pm.
ES -42 - PRCA, National Finals,
Williams said. "For me perround. at Las Vegas (eams-day two)
the polls are fine, hut
sonally.
SOCCER
1:30 pan.
I really don't pay attention to
ESPN2- UEFA Champions League,
where we are ranked."
Chelsea EC vs Liverpool FC, at
It was only the fourth time
London

W,radio

since the start of the Atlantic
Coast Conference in 1953 that
an unranked team from North
Carolina went on the road to
beat one in the top 10. The
most recent victory came March
4, 1990, at No. 5 Duke.
Perhaps even more shocking than simply winning was
the players who did it. Sure,
holdovers Reyshawn Terry,
David Noel and Wes Miller have
been important parts of the
rotation all season, but that
doesn't diminish their impressive performances in Rupp
Arena.
Terry had a career-high 25
points _ matching his combined total from the final 15
games of last season _ and
Noel again provided a steadying influence. adding 15 points
and nine rebounds.
And Miller came off the
bench to shoot 3-of-5 on 3pointers and scored 12 points.

Mary Lou Lyles
16 Years of Service
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Money-laundering allegation kept vs. DeLay

Available Animals

Photos provided

Numerous animals are available at the Calloway
County Animal Shelter including these cats. Sassy
(left) is a spayed adult female domestic medium white
hair, while Merry (right) is a 5-month-old female
domestic medium hair Tabby. For additonal information, contact the shelter at animalshelter@murrayky.net.

Report: Healthy
400d should be
marketed to kids
By LIBBY QUAID
AP Food and Farm Wnter
WASHINGTON (AP) SpongeBob SquarePants, Shrek
and other characters kids love
should promote only healthy
food, a panel of scientists recommended.
In a report released today, the
Institute of Medicine said television advertising strongly influences what children under 12
eat.
The report said the food
industry should spend its marketing dollars on nutritious food
and drinks. That means
SpongeBob, the popular animated star of the Nickelodeon cable
TV network, and other characters should endorse only goodfor-you food, the panel concluded.
The foods advertised are
predominantly high in calories
and low in nutrition _ the sort of
diet that puts children's longterm health at risk," said J.
Michael McGinnis, a senior
scholar at the institute and chairman of the report committee.
The report said evidence is
limited on whether TV advertising leads to obesity in children.
A study hasn't been done that
would demonstrate a direct
cause and effect.
Still, the panel found the evidence compelling enough to call
for a concerted effort to change
the nature of foods being marketed to children, said panel
member Ellen A. Wartella, psychology professor at the
University
California,
of
Riverside.
The growth in new food
products targeted to kids has
been huge, from 52 introduced
in 1994 to nearly 500 introduced
last year, the report said.
"Overwhelmingly,
those
foods are high-calorie, lownutrient foods, not the kind of
foods that are recommended for
children to eat," Wartella said.
The findings were no surprise
to Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin, who
requested the report.
"We like to think that
SpongeBob SquarePants and
Shrek and the pretty little
princesses are likable, kidfriendly characters, but they're
being used to manipulate vulnerable children to make
unhealthy choices." said Harkin.
the senior Democrat on the
Senate Agriculture. Nutrition
and Forestry Committee.
"The industry must stop
pushing junk food on our kids,"
Harkin said.
Nickelodeon in October
announced a campaign aimed at
persuading kids to eat healthy
foods and to get up off the couch
and move. The campaign features former President Clinton.
SpongeBob SquarePants and
Dora the Explorer.
Among children and adolescents from ages 6 through 19.
obesity rates have tripled over
the past 40 years. Obesity
increases the risks of type 2 diabetes and many other diseases
and health conditions.
In adults, a person who is
obese has a Body Mass Index, or
HMI, of 30 or more. Children
are defined as obese accordin
to a formula placing their R
at or above the 95th per. 'Ile

Food aimed at kids
The top foods marketed to
children and adolescents can
lead to them consuming highcalone, low nutnent products.
Top food categories for new
products targeted to children
and adolescents, 1994-2004
Candiesnonchocolate

In 354
Snacks El 265
Candies- Es 236

Chewing gum

231
Cookies 61 225
171
Meals
Cereals W

m 168

frozen yogurt

Pasta 98
Yogurt f, 77
SOURCE

Instnute of

Mednrie
ot The National Academies

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) —
Rep. Tom DeLay could face a
trial early next year now that a
judge has refused to throw out
money-laundering allegations
against the former House majority leader.
Judge Pat Priest dismissed a
conspiracy charge against
DeLay in his ruling Monday, but
With the more serious charges
still intact, the case heads closer
to trial — although other
defense objections remain to be
heard.
DeLay's hopes of reclaiming
his powerful position as House
majority leader were dealt a
blow by the ruling. He had
hoped to have the charges
resolved by the time Congress
reconvened in late January, so
he could step back into his role
as majority leader. Although
Monday's' ruling was a partial
victory, DeLay cannot reclaim
the post because he is still under
indictment.
And the longer the House
goes without a permanent
majority leader, the more likely
it is that Republicans will elect a
new one.
The ruling comes after a
hearing late last month in which
the
Republican's attorney
argued the indictment was fatally flawed.
The judge's decision to throw
out the conspiracy charge
"underscores just how baseless
and politically motivated the
charges were," said DeLay
spokesman Kevin Madden.
After his indictment in
September. DeLay, under House
rules, relinquished the leadership post he had held since
2003.

AP

on government charts specifying
age and gender. BMI shows
body weight adjusted for height.
An advertising industry
spokesman called the findings
frustrating. because many companies have been reformulating
products to make them healthier
or reporting calorie and fat content on menu boards or packaging.
"There's a long way to go, but
the industry is responding. and it
doesn't seem like there's any
recognition of that in this
report," said Wally Snyder, president and CEO of the American
Advertising Federation.
"Lack of physical activityIs a
major problem here on childhood obesity. And, in fact, the
industry is heavily involved in
special programs to educate parents and children about the need
for good nutrition and physical
activity." Snyder said.
The panel assessed hundreds
of studies, then reviewed evidence from 123 of them and
completed the most comprehensive review to date on the scientific evidence of how food marketing affects kids' diets.
While the research focused
on TV advertising, the panel
noted advertising is one facet of
a marketing environment vastly
different from the 1970s. It now
includes Internet games. cartoon
character
endorsements,
coupons and store events, product placement in supermarkets
and organized word-of-mouth
campaigns.
Advertising accounts for
about one-quarter of what companies spend on marketing, the
report said.
Besides telling food and beverage companies to promote
healthier food, the panel urged
the industry to create standards
that enforce healthy diets for
kids. The panel also encouraged
the media and entertainment
industry, the government and
school authorities to campaign
for healthy diets for kids.
The panel said the governsent should use tax breaks and
ther incentives to encourage
the shift away from junk food
and said if it _doesn't happen.
Congress should mandate it.

Dr. John Crofton, associate
professor in the department of
. physics and engineering at
Murray State University, recently presented a paper at the
International Conference on
Silicon Carbide and Related
Materials in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Crofton's paper on metal

contacts to heavily doped epitaxial and implanted SIC materiat included co-authors from
Auburn and Vanderbilt universities, as well as the U.S. Air
Force Laboratory in Dayton,
Ohio.
The reported research was
funded by a collaborative grant

from the Air Force of $1.7 million, which was shared by
researchers at Murray, Auburn
and Penn State.
The International Conference
on Silicon Carbide and Related
Materials has become the preeminent forum to discuss new
research results and assess the

true state-of-the-art for SiC, gallium nitride and other related
wide bandgap semiconductors.
Semiconductor materials set
ence and technology have provided a solid foundation for the
remarkable performance of current electronic and optical
device technology.
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coins or paper money. But the
judge said that checks "ate
clearly funds and can be the subject of money laundering."
The defense attorneys also
argued that the definition of
money laundering in Texax
involves the transfer of criminal
proceeds, and the money in this
case was not illegal to begin.
But the judge rejected that
argument, too, saying the money_
became suspect when "it began
to be held with the prohibited
intent."
Conspiracy to violate the
election code carries up to two
years in prison. MoneylaunderMg is punishable by five years to
life. Conspiracy to commit
money laundering carries two
years.
The alleged campaign fulance scheme had far-reaching
political effects: With DeLay's
fund-raising muscle, the GOP
took control of the Texas House
for the first time in 130 years,
then pushed through a congressional redistricting plan engineered by DeLay that resulted in
more Texas Republicans going
to Congress.
The judge has yet to rule on a
defense bid to move DeLay's
trial out of liberal, Democraticleaning Austin and allegations
of prosecutorial misconduct.
DeGuerin accused the district
attorney of shopping the DeLay
case around to different grand
juries until he found one that
would indict the congressman.
The judge acted as a CNNUSA Today/Gallup poll showed
that DeLay's political standing
has weakened considerably in
his home district around
Houston.

tdawahares

Rao loorToon & Cot000l Roo

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY

If the charges against him are
resolved. DeLay still has a
chance of returning as long as
the House GOP caucus is
patient. At any time, though, his
colleagues could decide to hold
new elections.
District_ Attorney Ronnie
Earle, who launched the charges
against DeLay, said in a statement that he has not decided
whether to appeal the ruling.
Prosecutors have 15 days to
challenge the decision.
Priest, who is presiding over
the case, said he would not set
another hearing until the appeal
decision has been resolved.
DeLay declined to speak with
reporters Monday evening as he
entered a campaign fundraiser
with Vice President Dick
Rep. Tom DeLay
Cheney at a Houston hotel.
R-Texas
But Maddens said DeLay "is
Prosecutors, however, said
very encouraged by the swift
progress of the legal proceed- the crime of conspiracy lions
ings and looks forward to his already on the books, and could
eventual and absolute exonera- be applied to the election code
tion based on the facts and the even though such uses were not
explicitly in state law at the
law."
DeLay, 58, and two GOP time.
The judge was not persuaded
fundraisers, John Colyandro and
Jim Ellis, are accused of illegal- by that argument and dismissed
ly funneling $190,000 in corpo- the conspiracy charge.
However, the judge upheld
rate
donations
to
2002
Republican candidates for the charges of money laundering
Texas Legislature. Under Texas and conspiracy to commit
laundering. Those
law, corporate money cannot be money
directly used for political cam- charges involve an alleged
paigns, but it can be used for attempt by DeLay to conceal the
source of the campaign contriadministrative purposes.
DeLay
lawyer
Dick butions by funneling the money
DeGuerin asked that the charges through his own political action
be thrown out, arguing that one committee and then an arm of
Republican
National
charge — conspiracy to violate the
the Texas election code — did Committee.
In.trying to have those
not even take effect until
September 2003, a year after the charges thrown out, the defense
argued that the Texas money
alleged offenses occurred.
laundering law applies only to
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TUESDAY

ORDER pies and cobblers early, by 21st. We
are only doing 50.
Sandra D's. 293-3816
TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116
Mgtond Pound
FOUND Husky with
orange
coil r
on
Guthne Dr 759-1745
FOUND: Ring, must
identify to claim.
492-8156.
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
YOU/ loved one we'll
try to find.

Call 753-1916

30 days or less:
become a regions
manager
with
us.
Supplement your present income. Earn 52K3K per month Part
time or full time. No
expenence required
Training available, Call
877-676-5587
AVON Representatives
needed in your area
Be your own boss Can
make 58-$15 per hour
Call 270-767-0308
BP Truck Stop is currently seeking motivated individual to work in
our deli department.
Must be able to work
Monday through Fnday
from SAM till 12PM and
have some food service experience. Above
average starting pay.
Please apply in person
at: 21135 U.S. Highway
641N, Murray, KY. EOE
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
seeking an RN to fill
the Staff Development
Position
Must
be
licensed in the State of
KY. MO1 certified a plus
but not necessary.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton,
Hwy 641S (2607 Main
St). Benton, KY. No
phone calls please.
EOEJAAE
CHILDCARE
center
looking for full time/part
time hard working individuals to help shape
the minds of children
ages birth to 12 years
old. Must be flexible.
Apply 109 S. 15th St.,
Murray.

/44P. qv
)013
Hiring cook and
host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N. 12th

FULL and part-time
machine operators of
commercial mail proequipment
cessing
hours
Flexible
Benefits
required
Join the
available
team of a growing company that was awarded
the
Mid-Sized
Business of the Year
Apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail
12th St
1410 N
Murray, KY
PART-TIME Nets,
Speoalist
Support
needed. At least one
year college required.
and one year expenence preferred. Phone
system experience a
plus. Email resumes to
candoceOpowerciaim corn
, or mail to Hawkins
Research. 406 North
4th St, Murray, KY
42071.
PIZZA Pro is now hiring
inside help Must be 18
or older Apply at 605-C
S 12th St
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F gam-lprn only'
1-800-578-8799
Italian
VITELLO S
Restaurant now hiring
day and night servers
Must be available at
least 4 days a week
Apply in person 216 N
15th St.. Murray

DRIVER
BE HOME EVERY
WEEKEND!
$ 1-2 times/wk
Earn up to $50,000
first year!
Regional Flatbed
De1rvenes
Class A CDL & 6
months tractor/trailer
expenence req'd
Wabash Valley
Transportation, Inc.
800-246-6305
www.wvtorillne.corn
EXPERIENCED organ1st wanted Call First
Presbyterian Church,
Hopkinsville
270-885-8171
POSTAL JOBS
$15 22 to 521.62/hr,
now hiring For application and free government job info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours
24
8042.
mpiovrnent service

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.
Interested person
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avt
Murray,KY
Please No Phone Calls
Adecco
TIE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE

We will he accepting applications at the
Murray Unemployment Office on
from 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. for production/manufacturing, and data entry positions. lst, 2nd. and
3rd shifts. To be considered for employment,
please bring two forms of identification, one
that will establish your identity and one that
establishes your right to work in the country.

unms

EDE • M/F/D/V

CLEANING houses is
my business
Call
Linda H. 759-9553.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT ANALYST
D'S Cleaning Service
753-3802
HOUSE cleaning
Rentals/Cabins
753-6671
NEED your home or
business cleaned' Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380

PROFITABLE
fran
chise restaurant on
busy road. Ready tor
new owner. Lock & key
Books will be shown to
senous
buyers
$55,000.
Morgan
Realty. 800-684-3203

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
THE
Computer
Remedy
Computer
repair, system recovery, and in-home assistance 435-4667

Street, Murray.
No phone calls.

111‘10110110

Help WOW

11111Wit to Ike
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633

Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Tech Support Analyst for our
Information Systems Department. The
position is full time and requires on-call
hours.

a

Interested candidates must have knowledge of Windows 2000 & XP. printers,
PC's and a basic understanding of
switches & routers. Candidate must
have 1-2 years experience in Information
Systems environment. Associates degree
in Computer Science preferred.

Ward-Elkins
on the squarr753 1713

Warehouse Utility Position
Picking & Processing Orders. Receising &
Unloading, Inventory Maintenance, Forklift
Experience, Valid driver's License. Light to
Moderate Lifting, Computer Skills, Self
Motivated/energetic. Competitive wages /S...
benefits!
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 123
Almo, KY 42020

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 556
Mayfield, KY 42066
Or apply at:
Pioneer Mold & Engineering, Inc.
123 Pioneer Industrial Dr.
Mayfield, KY 42066
Phone (270)247-2440

WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Sol days a week

5PC bedroom set, new
condition, $275
489-2333
LEATHER
sectional
couch
w/hude-a-bed
and reclining end.
$350 Futon bunk bed.
$150 753-3692
NEW
Ashley
tan
leather loveseat Call
435-4021

1

162"mccid
FIREWOOD $50 a rick
(270)527-8368
FIREWOOD, $25 You
pick up 437-4030
SEASONED Oak
474-1421 227-8504

WANTED first teno
singer for a gospe
slnlgirlf) group
270-767-0643 or
270-753-8537

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. $11,500
753-6012

l

i
ft!j
obb Navas Foe Sol
1995rnvood
be
16x80
3
m. 2 bath
w/upgrades. All app.
furnished, wid included. $14.500 293-5215.
293-2924
1995 FLT, 16x80 4BR1
28A.$17-000
270-252-1311
2005 CLOSE OUTS Singlewides
and
Doublewides
Buy
today
and
save
$1,000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438

38R 28A Unbelievable
513,6951 Hurry 1 only',
731-584-9430
AWESOME 28x80 48R
Lot
38A $39.9001
model only' Call now'
731-584-9109
3BR
REDUCED'
mobile home and lot
514,500.753-6012
AND
BLEWIDES -

SINGLE

WHITE satin wedding
dress
wi
capped
sleeves. size 16, $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

DOU-

Bring
your deed - That's all
you need New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-6424447.
PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths" Both priced in
the $50's Call
731-6424438 today"
TAKE YOUR

11119Howes Far not

2638R in Hardin Up to
6350/mo with approved
credit 753-3640 before
8.30PSA
2BR,
2BA
(270)527-8808

GRANDFATHER
Clocks custom made
by local craftsman
using local hardwoods,
walnut. cherry. or oak.
270-761-3408

LARGE
3BR.2BA
$295 753-6012
NICE 2BR No pets
753-9666
WM Nam Laos Far Runt
LOTS tor rent
753-9866

M

asts For Nrit

11 Repos left Must be
moved by December
15th! Hurry 1/2 once
sale!! 731-584-4926

CAROUSEL projector
with bulb to use with
100 slide carousels
753-9331

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8614

USED
APPLIANCES

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
gowen@hcmc-timorg

MOLDMAKER/MACHNIS7'
NEEDED

*Miss
Far Sig

MAYTAG washer &
dryer set. used, $185
761-6767

2BR, 2 bath Clayton
Some
appliances.
large rooms
Front
steps and back deck
included Must move
Call 492-8192

Equal Opportunity Employer

i

jiPpleatanIs For Fent

We provide an excellent benefit and
salary package including health, vision,
dental. retirement. Interested candidates should send a resume or apply in
person.

BUYING junk cars.
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray

Aceminter

$300

3 bedroom. 2 bath
mobile home with
range. refrigerator, and
dishwasher Water furnished Large yard in
country.
No
pets
References required.
1024 BazzOrC-ernetery
Rd Call ,i2117

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE
759-4118
1 BR, 1 year old no
pets $300
deposit (205)361-4763
(334)419-6066
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starling at $200imo
753-4109
1, 2, 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 38R apts available Please call
753-8221
.1BR 1 bath washeg &
dryer, $:115.
.2BR. 1 Bath apt kt,
appliances. wid. $425
•1BR. 1 bath, with
study, w/c1, $350
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444.
1BR furnished, low utilities, no lease required,
no pets $235/mo
753-3949
1BR some utilities paid.
no pets $240
767-9037
1BR all appliances.
Oaks Apts starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR central gas heat
central air $275 and
up some with new carpet Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, some utilities
paid. $270 No pets
767-9037
3 br 1 bath- 901 Sunny
Lane $450 753-3415
DREAM country apartment 28R upstairs No
pets
plus
$600
deposit. references
489-2741
Extended stay Rooms
available, all furnished.
all utilities, water, electric. phone and cable
included Access to
pool & fitness room
Saw/month,
$150
deposit Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit Call for information
(270)753-8407
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St.. now accepting
applications for 1 br
apt. basic rent 5330/
month
2
BR
Townhouse, basic rent
$360.00. Call
Leave
753-1970
Message
LARGE duplex 2-4BR.
1 58A with garage, sun
porch. 489-2195
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom, all appliances Brooklyn Drive
Call 270-435-4382
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
29R $34000
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appoint
ment
753-8221
NEAR university Like
new large 268, CAVA
Low utilities. quiet.
$420 What you've
1c.
looking
been
(270)527-2284
NICE 288 duplex
753-7457 or 436-i
SMALL 1BF1, no
water paid 753-c

NEWLY built 2138 28A
Close to university
001E7 area Water and
garbage pickup included Washer and dryer
$550 per month
753-2225, 759-1509

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drise. Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
Inc and Two Bedroom Apannicnis
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application.

NICE brick duplex w/
carport and deck 288.
1 50A, stove. ref &
large closets Available
now' 753-1769 or
293-6181 5550 mo

Office Hours 14 a.m. - 12 p.m.6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
460
Homes For We

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1138 From $280
28R From $325
CaN Today!
755416611.

For Sala
PARIS, TN Best loca
hon. court square west
side 2 story. 2.500
sq ft
per
boor
(270)489-2116 leave
ITIOSSO98

UNIVERSITY Heights
is now accepting applications tor 1 & 2 BR
rental assisted apartments M-W-TH 8-5
1734 Campbell St
Hearing
759-2282
Impaired only 1-800Equal
648-6056
Housing Opportunity.

FOR sale or rent 2438
I bath. 1 acre. 98
Nighthawk Dr Mufti*
$55 000'$4$0
12701707-9344 HOUSES for sale It
newly developed subdivisfton Pock the lot
and house plan of your
choice aria we build it
Houses
start
at
570.000 for
1 200
square feet Pay attar
completion
(3
months) Brian
976-1323.

VERY roomy, 2br,
2 bath, garage, CAVA.
All appliances 1 year
lease 1 month deposit
no pets 753-2905

707 South 12th Street
South Center 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft 7531252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3 003 sq ft
C/G/H.
restrooms
of
parking.
plenty
extellent location near
iudicial building 404 N
4th St complex
759-3772

WALK
TO
MSU'
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covpicnic
area
ered
$275.imo unfurnished
$325/mb nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164

VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres Office space 2
bathrooms. equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
extra large overhead
doors excellent location Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

OWNER will pay 3°. of
your closing costs on
this two bedroom bnck
with central heat and
au, hardwood floors in
dining
bedrooms,
room, and Irving room
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
753-1492
RANCH Style House &
105 acres 1 mile horn
SW school 3 bed
rooms 2 full baths
30x40 heated shop 4
stall horse barn 22x40
equipment
shed
5224,900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212
753-3992

Peel Supplies
1138, use of common
Utilities furareas
nished
Near M SU
Coleman RE
753-9898

28R. 1 bath, carport.
hardwood floors new
newly decorated.
all new bath, stove &
refrigerator. 1 yr lease,
references, no pets
deposit.
$500
5550/rno 805 N 18th
St. 759-1987,
293-7710
2BR, 1BA, storage
building. 571 Kirksey
Highway, Highway
299, $300 a month
Plus deposit No pets
References required
(270)898-2340.
(270)994-3883
38R. 2 bath. Camelot
Subdivision. Available
immediately
$695
month. (270)435-4602.
293-4602

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
I.evatedjtilS 4th St

270-436-M96
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 Of 753-7536

PREMIER
MINISTOR AGE
-inside ornate control
storage
*Security alarmed
.Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauis
753-9600

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer

436-2858

HORSES Kid broke
great for Christmas
753-3536

1-285 acres Owner
inancing
available
(270)489-2116 leave
message
TWO story bock apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
$125,000

270-753-4109
270-227-1545

1

1311Aa"?
12 wooded acres in
County
Calloway
says
Owner
sell
Mill
Red
535.000
Realty. 270-924-4112

I

GO call for sate 169cc
Magnum Express 2.
seater red. 6 51-IP
engine, GFX full suspension. Force-Tech
chassis 5650 OBO
270)293-4505
(270)753-8356

2002 Ford Explore
XLS Great condition
57.500 000 Must sek
753-9260. 293-3697

2001 Chevy ext cab
loaded, new tires Must
sell! $10,000 000
293-0398

FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres
House close to
Murray.

99 Dodge Ram pickup
White with topper Low
mileage nice $6.500
293-9970

753-9075.
22:7-2193
ARE you a **NOOK
nurse in the education
held or law enforcement held" It so, spacial 100% financing is
available on this brick
home setting on 3
acres CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492 or Lot 0
293-2081

1993 Chevy Sevegedo
stepside short bed
Red. new pewit & tires
High mileage but good
condition 759-4427
293-3164
'93 Chevy siapsockr
Red, good condemn
437-4785
'93 Ford F-150 4x4 351
157,000. mechanically
sound $3,000 000
436-2564

11Aar
MINI-STORAGE
4

Ole

l'itoc"-t

TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

.1, ‘,,I
\1.1114
'lit
•11‘111%•11%
1r,1
62%
I 5.11 %IN 11
Sit KR %\
120-1

NEW 4.200 sq ft home
near Murray Picture
views 10 acre farm
streams $168.000,by
owner 270-767-0958
270-519-8570

.41! Size Units
Available
'Now Haw
Climate Control

753..3853

•
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nts!
Look intc. ("Lir new phcotco repri
leiNt c•roline purchase.

•:•'•

Malloy! Olhootly to you
70 year facto Ilfo
38mrh cruiallty

Run a lx1 ad in our
. Classified section
for only

_ filqinfola

$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)
This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

Services Offered
436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
492-8888 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
--Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning Cleaning out
sheds, junk clean up
436-2867
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Complete
Service
removal, trimming, etc.
13 years experience.
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
•Certitied septic
Installation
*Custom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
*Driveways
*Insured
753-9503, 978-0343
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

AUTRY
ROOFING
30 years exp. • .
All work guaranteed
ROPY AUTRY
270-7674597.731-5116-41
CrII 731-4154000
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BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions. decks, roofing. floor covering.
landscaping, siding
••FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson wk.net
DAVE'S LAWN CARE
Mulching
Gutter Cleaning
Bush Trimming
Other Services
227-8575
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
, for
293-5438

DSW
& Dim% %II
& C.munvivial
211sear'. experience
Free estimates.

216-0505
ELECTRICIAN
New Const./Remodel/
or trouble. Lic. and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839,

by Jacqueline Mar

Horoscope
Tonight: Happy with your fnencts.
Someone could be full of surpnses.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Touch base with others
before making a decision. You
might have a good sense of what
is necessary to make a situation
work. Emphasize others when
making choices. Let others think
that they are part of your directive. Tonight: Take the lead.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** If you don't like what you
hear, find other solutions. Your
creativity and ingenuity come out
quickly. Your intuitive sense
comes forward. You're unusually
tuned in right now. Your followthrough counts. Tonight: Follow
the music.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Work with others independently and individually. You
might find that your imagination,
as well as your associates' imaginations, could be an incredible
resource. You are coming from a
secure position. You build secunty through relating. Tonight:
Togetherness could bring surprising results.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You find that others
take action. In fact, the wise
move would be to say little and
try not to be overly assertive.
How you visualize a work/home
project can come to fruition, but
not right away. A smile relays
much more than words. Tonight:
Let others run the show.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You might be unusually playful right now, but those
who are more serious-minded
might not appreciate this attitude,- Sensitivity could increase.
your earning capacity. Willingly
incorporate a novel idea. Giving
100 percent comes back in multiples. Tonight: Put in that extra

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, Dec. 7, 2005:
Your focus will be on the quality
your life this year. Home,
of
530
security and drawing more hap%Mae 011sred
piness will be high priorities.
JOHNNY WILLIAMS Taking frequent timeouts will be
PAINTING
very helpful as you decide on
•For all residential and your priorities. You could make
small commercial
some tough decisions about
painting needs
what you want to keep and what
*Interior & Extenor
life.
*Custom spraying for you want to let go of in your
Act on these decisions, as you
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters will begin a whole new life cycle
•No job too small
your next birthday year. If you
•Free estimates
ate single; you might not meet
753-8858
the right person until this new
beginning, though you could
L&M
grow a lot within a bond during
LAWN SERVICE this year. If you are attached,
Leaf mulching &
your
removal, shrub & spending quality time with
sweetie can heat up your love
tree trimming
life and add to the existing glue
Call 753-1816
between you. PISCES can be an
or 7:27-0611
anchor.
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
The Stars Show the Kind of
since 197 ,:
'
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
*Carpets •Uph ltery 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
ter
•Emergency
J..-,Difficult
Removal *Quick —
Drying
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Free Estimates
*** Some downtime will help
"Got Dirt'?"
you focus on what you need to
753-5827
do. Some of you might be concerned about finances, while
others will worry about completMASTER Plumber.
Almost retired, drains ing their to-do lists. Curb comcleared, plumbing fix- munication and/or ask a key supor port for help. A surprising insight
tures repaired
installed
heads in your direction. Tonight:
(270)978-0133
Early to bed.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
METAL OF MURRAY ***** Sometimes being a
leader can be exhausting.
6" Continuous
Gutter, Flashing Emphasize the richer parts of
& Metal Roofing your life -- your relationships and
Owner:
friendships. Your efforts will ultiGreg Mansfield
mately make a big difference.
(770) 293-8480

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
NCE
APPLIA
AU Brands'

PARKER
FA(' x‘.XTING.
\
5...
unit'.' ParAur
233_325.:
42751
ire,4,14...rst
ant - Trellis.• Ineking
I irrnwil it Inword
Is :kr, Esprrirocr
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and
270-519-8570
Calloway
Trash Service
IN LOWEST PRICE
•RELIABLE
•RATES AS LOW AS
515 MO
761-3740 293-4045

We Service
212 East Main St. • 753-1586

rock 'n roll star, if your thinking
went in that direction. In whatever situation, you are the decisive
force leading those around you
Use your dynamic energy positively. Tonight: As you wish.

effort if need be.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You have what it takes,
if you just work fm instinct The
end results could be very successful. Your intellect, personality and imagination merge to
make you an unbeatable force.
Now, what would you like to
focus on? Tonight: Smile away.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.42-Dec.
21)
*** Take the lead when handling an emotional situation that
permeates your day. In fact, if
you tap into your intuitive side,
you will naturally do and say the
right thing. Your intuition rules.
Tonight: Anchored.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You get what you want
just by asking. How easy is that?
Tap into your imagination with
friends or co-workers. What
seems like a silly idea actually
might become quite viable. Keep
your goals in mind. Tonight: As
you wish. (Yes, just ask.)
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your ideas stimulate
those who count, as well as
many of your pals. Get-togethers
are nothing but fun right now.
Just let it hang out. Be sensitive
to a financial offer. Actually, you
could be looking at a boom.
Tonight: Leader of the gang.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You could feel like a

BORN TODAY
Actor Edd Hall (1958)
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View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
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1-800-363-4720

Ne-NrerClean
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Your
Gutters
_Again!

e.
'
4111010°

LEAF SOLUTION
The latest in gutter protection
Leaf Solution has a 100% guarantee
(Unlike any other products. con b,
on existing gutters.)
Ceti/ CLIkaa." 7\1110

SER

. s.Ce
`7

ALL

Seamless Gutter Company

Accepting New Patients
kihillz A

Ear, Nose & Throat
of Murray
l'hillip Mapper. M.D.

We offer a 5 year workmanship warranty and
a lifetime materials warranty.
5", 6" and 8" Gutter Systems
270-753-6433 • 1-800-264-1433
1604 St. Rt. 121 N. hilurrciy

- Hearing Aids - 'Niu Referrals Required Cali for

Appointment(270) 759-4811
Niurr.n, 10 42071

& Gifts

Protector,
Provider,
Partner,
Parent,

kW

real 2iecoralin9
• Cut Fraser Fir
• Fresh Wreaths & Roping
• Silk Wreaths
• Holiday.Garden Decor
• Birdbaths & Birdhouses
• Old Virginia Candles
• Garden Furniture
• Gift Cards

The names of the parts you play. But what will your
family have to pick up the pieces when you're gone?
One of Shelter's Whole Life Policies.

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

"Kentucky Certified Nursery
Professionals"

tEDGER& 111ES
0 MURR410

Vole Only lipmemen ,Vniwiaper
1001Whitall irenue I 7i.;,1916

Vpen Mon. - Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
/ WWW shelterinsuronce corn
1-800-472-8852

SHU1 I R
I\%111:

I

Seek Shelter Today)

10 years ago
Published is a picture of Glen
Crawford, an employee of Farris
eoose Leaf Tobacco Flour, checking tickets on the tobacco after
the leaf auction. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard

Kane.
The Rev. Terry M. Sills will
retire Dec. 31 as director of missions of the Blood River Baptist
Association. He has been in this
service since Feb. 1, 1980.
Murray State University Races won 76-75 over Drexel in the
Boilermaker Basketball Invitational at Purdue University. West
Lafayette, Ind.: but lost 88-76 to
Purdue in the finals. High team
Murray scorers were Marcus
Brown for first game and Vincent Rainey for the second game.

20 years ago
The annual Murray Rotary Club
Christmas Parade will be Dec. 7
starting at 10:30 a.m. The Flying
Rifles Drill Team from Millington Naval Air Station is one of
the many featured performers for
the parade.
A quartet of Dorothy Norris,
vocalist. Eddie Mae Outland, violinist and vocalist, Oneida White,
pianist and vocalist, and Louise
Weatherly, vocalist, under the auspices of Calloway County Public
Library Volunteers, presented programs at Fern Terrace Lodge, Long
Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital and West
View Nursing Home.
Mr. and Mrs. John Scarbrogh
will be married 50 years Dec. 7.

30 years ago
Donald F. Burchfield, recreational specialist at TVA's Land
Between the Lakes, has been elected president of the Kentucky Recreation & Parks Society for the
1975-76 year.
Published is a picture of Mar-

cella Rung, Simone Taylor, Sallie
Guy, Lyn Crysler, Del Frazier and
Helen Brandon decorating the Murray Art Guild for its annual open
house on Dec. 7.
Dr. Bill D. Whittaker has been
called as pastor of First Baptist
Church, Murray.
40 years ago
Participating in the 18th annual Quad-State Band Festival today
at Murray State College are 285
high school and junior high school
bandsmen, selected to participate,
representing 70 schools. This
included students from Calloway
High, Murray High and Murray
College High.
In high school basketball games.
Murray Tigers won 73-44 over
Fancy Farm, Murray Training Colts
lost 55-34 to South Marshall
Rebels, and Calloway Lakers won
64-56 over Benton. High team scorers were Caldwell for Murray. Elder
for Fancy Farm, Shroat for Murray Training, Henson for South
Marshall, Sliger for Calloway and
Peck for Benton.

50 years ago
Dr. John W. Carr will celebrate his 96th birthday on Dec.
13 at the home of his grandson,
Frank C. Carr Jr., Port Washington, N.Y. Dr. Carr was the first
president of Murray State College. A feature story about his birthday written by Dr. L.J. Hortin is
published each year.
Buron Jeffrey, superintendent
of Calloway County Schools, spoke
about "Educational Opportunities
in Kentucky" at a meeting of the
Hazel High School Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Davis, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Bonner and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Ferguson.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Dec. 6, the
340th day of 2005. There are 25
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 6, 1889, Jefferson
Davis, the first and only president of the Confederate States of
America, died in New Orleans.
On this date:
In 1790. Congress moved from
New York to Philadelphia.
In 1884, Army engineers corn:
F-4V E3 L.

Et L_

pleted construction of the Washington Monument.
In 1923. a presidential address
was broadcast on radio for the
first time as President Coolidge
spoke to a joint session of Congress.
In 1957. America's first attempt
at putting a satellite into orbit
blew up on the launch pad at
Cape Canaveral, Fla.
In 1969, a concert by The
Rolling Stones at the Altamont

Reader is all
charged up

Helping hands bring holiday
cheer to homebound neighbors
DEAR ABBY: The holiday
season has begun and most people ha‘e started planning for
family feasts, gifts, home decorating and travel. Not everyone,
however, will be able to leave
home, enjoy
holiday
a
trip, or be
with family
and friends.
For many
people who
frail,
are
elderly, sick
have
and
disabilities,
Door Abby the
holidays
staymean
By Abigail
home
ing
Van Buren
Without the
festivities enjoyed by others.
May I offer some simple suggestions to brighten the holidays
for our homebound neighbors?
I. One way to literally make
the holidays brighter is to help
replace burned-out lightbulbs
inside and outside their homes.
This can be extremely helpful
for someone who has difficulty
standing or turning bulbs in
light sockets.(The same is also
true for replacing batteries in
smoke detectors.)
2. Help with holiday decorations. Because putting up decorations can be difficult for frail
elderly people, a little assistance
with lights and ornaments that
usually remain in boxes could
brighten their holidays.
3. Give a holiday gift of nonperishable food items. For elderly

individuals
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Speedway in Livermore, Calif., was
marred by the deaths of four people, including one who was stabbed
by a member of the Hell's Angels.
In 1973. House minority leader
Gerald R. Ford was sworn in as
vice president, succeeding Spiro
T. Agnew.
In 1982, 11 soldiers and six
civilians were killed when an Irish
National Liberation Army bomb
exploded in a pub in Ballykelly.
Northern Ireland.
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incomes, a special gift of jam,

instant hot cereals, fruit or a
selection of teas or coffee could
be a "luxury."
4. Chock to see if the heat
inside the home is adequate and
that precautions have been
taken to ensure that faucets are
working during sub-zero temperatures.
5. A lap robe or quilt CAD be a
welcomed gift for someone
whose home is not well-insulated or heated when the temperature falls.
Many elderly people find it
- difficult to ask for something.
valuing their self-rehance and
independence, even if it means
ignoring a need. If you think a
homebound neighbor could use
assistance or a special gift,
please reach out and make the
effort to. help. -- LINDA
MASON, VISITING NURSE
ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS
DEAR LINDA: I hope your
suggestions will stimulate people to think about how they can
help those who have difficulty
helping themselves. To your terrific suggestions. I would like to
add: Loneliness is the ultimate
poverty. If you can, spend some
time visiting. For someone who
lives alone, the holidays can be
a constant reminder of family or
friends who are no longer living. A little company can go
along way toward easing these
feelings of loneliness.
And if you're feeling lonely
yourself, consider volunteering
to deliver Meals on Wheels.
Holiday vacations can create a
shortage of the volunteers needed to bring meals and human
contact to homebound elderly,
and those who are sick and disabled. Besides delivering food,
the drivers can also provide
much-needed holiday cheer.
DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating a wonderful guy I'll call
Evan for about six months. A
woman he dated for a long time
died unexpectedly. She had left
him four months before I met
him, and until recently. Evan
claimed he "hated" her.
Now that she's gone. Evan
talks only about how much he
loved her, how beautiful she
was, and how he wishes she had
never left him. I'm trying hard
to be supportive, but it's difficult to listen to -- and, frankly,
I'm somewhat hurt by all of this.
How do you recommend I handle it? -- DISTRESSED IN
THE MIDWEST
DEAR DISTRESSED: Your
boyfriend is grieving not only
for someone he cared about, but
also for a lost fantasy. You're
here, she's gone, so my advice
to you is to be patient. Let him
vent until you've "had it up to
here," and then gently (do not
gloat when you do it) ask him to
"remind" you why his relationship with her ended. The answer
might bring him back to reality.
*00

DEAR DE GOTT: I enjoy
your column and have learned
quite a bit. Thank you. I have
never seen my problem addressed.
SO here goes
Whenever
I shop at
stores where
I push a grocery cart. I
accumulate
an enormous
of
amount
static eketricity. which
delivers me
painful
shocks when
By
I reach for an
Dr Peter Gott item. I have
tried to use
my palm to tap the shelf, and I
get a shock, but if I am holding
onto the metal cart with my other
hand, the static electricity goes
through my body and shocks my
other hand, too! I have acrylic
nails and have asked my technician if she has heard of anything
like this. to no avail. 1 have worn
different shoes/clothing. I just don't
understand. I have had shocks that
snapped so loud (and hurt) that
people nearby jumped out of the
way! Please tell me what you know!
DEAR READER: Static electricity is harmless but annoying.
It ordinarily builds up a charge
when people walk across carpeting in extremely dry' weather 1
have never heard of static electricity stemming from plastic floor
coverings such as those present
in supermarkets. Short of suggesting that you wear rubber gloves
when shopping, I have no advice
about how to prevent the expen-

Dr. Gott

paper for a number of scars
Recently, someone wrote about
dishes with•radioactive glue. Per
haps she does not need to he con
cernecl about it
We. before rrunng and down,
sizing, had collected some pieces
of Vaseline glass. which has uramum in it. In the display cabinet
we kept a small ultraviolet lamp.
which we could turn on, to allow
ylatilif'S how the glass would glow
due to the uranium We also saw
a collection of Vaseline glass in
New York's Corning museum in
their case they had a Geiger counter, which "chirped" every few
seconds, responding to the ',raniUrn

DEAR READER: As I stated
an nr, columns about :radioactive
glaze. the risk is not from storing it. but, rather, front eating or
drinking from it. You appear to
be handling a potentailly dangerous situation reasonably well. but
I would he wary of persistent.
close contact with your uranium
glass.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
your column every day. I have
hone cancer and have recently
noticed a fluid-filled sac on my
left side just above my leg I first
noticed it when I went to sit and
heard "squish-squish" Because I
was concerned. I questioned both
my primary and oncology doctors. Both told me it was nothing to worry about. One said the
fluid probably came from my ('towels because it occasionally has an
awful smell. I would like to havb
it removed. Your opinion, please.
DEAR READER: I cannot
account for your "squishy" sac
It could he a fatty tumor lipoma). a hernia or a subcutaneous
enCe.
cyst. I advise you to seek a surAny advice out there?
DEAR DR. GOTT: We have gical opinion. Ask your doctor to
greatly enjoyed and benefited from refer you.
reading your interesting, sometimes
humorous, column in the news-

CootnictBridge
South dealer
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
•Al 82
V7
•Q 6 5
.10 9 7 4 3
EAST
WEST
•K 5
•10 9 4 3
.196 5 2
VA
V K4
•7
•9 8 3'2
•A 8 2
•K 6 5
SOUTH
•Q 7 6 ,
▪ K Q 103
•A K J 104
dit)
Thc bidding
East
ort h
West
South
2•
I•
Pass
I•
'\T
Pass
2 NT
Opening lead -- eight ot hearts
Anyone who has played bridge
for any length of time should know
that to do well at the game, you have
to think It's really that simple. In
bridge, thinking is not optional
There are times, though, when
too much thinking can he detnmental
to your cause It might he a case of
oserthinking that results in a poor
decision, or art extended hesitation
that gives awa).information that can
he used against you
Today's deal is of the latter type
South became declarer in three
notrump after the auction shown.
obviWest led the eight of hearts
and East
ously his highest heart
took the ace and shifted to the club
deuce
West woe South's queen with the
king and returned a club. dummy's
nine losing to fast's jack as South
discarded a spade East then exited
with a diamond

Dechtrer now kaOht tricks
hearts and a
diamonds. is
spade A mirth trick could he made it
a spode finesse against West succeeded. but if the finesse lost. last
would cash the ace of elute to set the
contract There was no reason, how
eVeT, to attempt the finesse at this
point. so South cashed his diamonds.
producing this position as the last
diamond was led
North
•AJK
•9 7 4
East
west
SKI
10 9 4 3
111 9 h
•4
•A
•5
South
•Q
•K Q 10
•10
After South discarded a (lob
on the diamond ten
dummy
from
East went into a long huddle and
finally parted with the use of spades
Declarer had been keeping an
open mind about his nest 'nose but
sous discomfort on
after East'
the last diamond, the solution
seemed clear Last would have had
no problem had he held is,' low
spades, so he had to hase his actual
holding
South therefore played a spade to
the ace. felling Last's king, crossed
back to the queen of' spades and
cashed the K-Q of hearts to make his
game Of course. had East elected to
discard a heart or the club ace instead
of a spade, declarer would also have
scored nine tricks
Sooth might base found the sinning line on his own. hut East's prolonged hesitation made the final
much easier I know,
decision
.>
because I was South

use
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GARIFIELAZIKD
CHRISTMAS
IS COMING

FOR THOSE OF YOU
UNABLE TO TAKE A
BIG, FAT MINT

1 Alarm
5 Hydroelectric
projects
9 Mineral spring
12 Toledo's lake
13 Orchard
produce
14 — Ma)arty
15 Brawl
17 Directing
19 Swirled
21 Ham style
22 Frisky
24 Londoner's bye
25 'Nova' network
26 Mean treasure
27 Gets ready
to pounce
29 Wino lb
31 Type
ot microscope
32 Or aunt
33 Informal assent
34 Chap
35 DJ's platter
36 Car dealer's
turnover

Sofa end
Operate
Beat it
Rough shelters
Flue buildup
Raised a brood
Cancun's
peninsula
48 Viscous
51 Highest degree
52 Mr Preminger
54 Name
in lacerate pats
55 That. in Tijuana
56 Growth on rocks
57 Raw metals

38
39
40
41
42
44
46

DOWN
1 Not masc.
2 Sooner than
anon
3 Plane part
4 Thick with
cattails
5 Computer dept
6 Crete's SIM
7 Adams of a 007
flick
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Hindu Mr
Divers finds
Hang fire
Jason's vessel
Emcee
— Sullivan

Feature Syrdicata Inc
18 Does some
taps edtting
20 Things

22 Erosion loss
23

Stags •

telephone
25 Lap dog
27

Babysittor
often

28 Recital pieces
29 Vonnegut or
Russel
30 Exercise
rooms
34 Louder
36 Pro —
37 Spies
39 Brown color
41 Word
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EVER PLAY
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THERE I WOULD
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LUDWIG, PLAY
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of welcome
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44 Its HO
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Report by multi-ethnic coalition
says diversity on TV increasing
AP Entertainment Writer
WS ANGELES (AP) — Network television
reflects more of the country's racial and ethnic
diversity today than it did six years ago btkt much
more progress could be made, according to a
report released Thursday.
The diversity survey, issued annually since
1999 by members of the Multi-Ethnic Media
Coalition, gave mostly mediocre marks to the
major broadcast networks for diversity io front of
and behind the camera. The report assigns grades
based on figures provided by Fox, Afic, NBC and
CBS.
-There has been incremental progress," said
Alex Nogales, president of the National Hispanic
Media Coalition, part of the multi-ethnic coalition.
"It's encouraging, but the numbers are still not
where they should be."
Individual report cards were issued by the
National Latino Media Council and the Asian
Pacific American Media Coalition. Mark Reed,
chairman of American Indians in Film and
Television, gave the networks F grades across the
board.
"The American Indian is invisible in primetime television," he said.
The National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, which monitors the representation of blacks on television, is expected to issue its
diversity report card in January.
Hispanics made noteworthy strides this year,
Nogales said, particularly at ABC. He lauded the
network for two of its prime-time programs, -The
George Lopez Show" and "Freddie," which feature largely Hispanic casts and show some characters speaking Spanish.
ABC earned the highest overall marks from the
Hispanic and Asian advocacy groups. It's a significant shift for the network, which "was beyond an
F- six years ago," said Karen Narasaki, chairman

SULAM 3 3 3

ABC
News named Elizabeth Vargas
and Bob Woodruff co-anchors
of "World News Tonight",on
Monday, replacing the late Peter
Jennings.
The network said "World
News Tonight" also would
become the first network
evening newscast to be broadcast live each night in three time
zones, including for the West
Coast.
Vargas and Woodruff have
been two of the chief substitute
anchors on "World News
Jennings
since
Tonight"
announced in April that he had
lung cancer. Jennings died on
Aug. 7.
Charles Gibson, who also
substituted for Jennings and was
considered a top candidate for
the job, will remain as host of
Morning
"Good
ABC's
America."
The decision will make
Woodruff and Vargas the first
co-anchors of an evening newscast since Dan Rather and
Connie Chung briefly worked
together at "CBS Evening
News" in the 1990s.
New,
"World
ABC's
Tonight" is ranked second in the
Nielsen Media Research rankings, and has been fading a bit
late!). to NBC's first-place
"Nightly News," anchored by
Brian Williams. CBS is still
searching for its replacement for
Rather, who left in March, amid
reports that it is seeking NBC's
Katie Couric for the job.
"Elizabeth and Bob together
will be the anchors for this new
broadcast and digital age of
'World News Tonight," ABC
News President David Westin
said. "Their experience as jour-

stories.
Vargas, 43, has been coanchor of ABC's "20/20." and
she'll keep that job. Woodruff.
44, was one of ABC's chief correspondents for Hurricane
Katrina and the Asian tsunami,
and has been anchor of the
weekend "World News Tonight"
newscasts.

Need holiday shipping?
Cheapest UPS Shipping
-I -• in town... GUARANTEED!
• In-store packaging...

• Upholstery
• Accessories
• Design Service
• Custom Blinds Available

New Offering Mare Than 1,000
Fahrtee Including Silks
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Woodruff, Vargas named new
anchors for 'World News Tonight'
nalists, their familiarity to our
audiences, and their commitment to gathering and delivering
the news anywhere, anytime and
in every way make them the
right team to take us forward for
the new generation."
The three separate newscasts
will begin on Jan. 2, as will a
daily Webcast with the day's top
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of the Asian Pacific American Media Coalition.
ABC shows "Lost" and "Grey's Anatomy"
were celebrated for featuring Asian-American
actors, writers, producers and directors. Two
Asian-American actors earned Emmy nominations this year for their roles on ABC shows,
Narasaki noted.
Fox, cited as a champion of TV diversity three
years ago, lost favor this year with Asian and
Hispanic groups. According to the report cards,
the network comes up short in employing
Hispanic actors and executives and needs to develop more programs for Asian performers.
"This is the second year in a row they've
dropped," Narasaki said. "How is that that
'House' can be set in a hospital and there are no
regular Asian-American roles?"
CBS lacks significant opportunities for AsianAmerican actors and writers, Narasaki said."After
five years, we haven't seen much progress," she
said.
The netwdrk fared better with the Hispanic
graders, who note CBS employs a large number of
Hispanic actors and directors.
NBC has "huge numbers" of Hispanic actors
and more than 20 Hispanic directors working on
its programs, Nogales said. Asian writers maintain
a notable presence at the network, but acting and
producing roles declined significantly over the
past year, Narasaki said.
Of 370 NBC episodes evaluated, only one was
produced by an Asian-American, she said.
The Multi-Ethnic Media Coalition began issuing its diversity report cards in 1999, when a nearly all-white schedule of new network series provoked an outcry from civil rights groups, leading
to agreements by broadcasters to improve their
performance.
Network representatives said Thursday that
diversity is important to them and they will try to
increase it.

By SANDY COHEN

By DAVID BAUDER
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
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